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BLACK POLITICS
How to achieve black political power in the midst of white hegemony is a m<tior
question for blacks today. The question becomes all the more critical now, with the
sustained attacks upon the black community that are being waged through government and ideological apparatus.
The disdain for civil rights, the attacks upon social enrichment programs and the
assault upon the goal of economic equality have, increasingly, become accepted as
legitimate postures toward blacks. Further, the traditionalliberal-democrat-black
alliance of the past 50 years has become unravelled as a consequence of this racism.
This issue of BLACK SCHOLAR is devoted to exploring the contemporary black
political condition. We have devoted two major analyses to the assessment of
Chicago Mayor Harold Washington's first term and his campaign for re-election.
Unlike previous black mayors, Washington was elected not with the support of the
Democratic party, but despite its obvious opposition. And he continues to govern
Chicago effectively, despite blatant racist opposition. The mobilized black community has been the cornerstone of his success and remains the key to his re-election
in 1987.
Congressman Ronald V. Dellums' penetrating analysis, Welfare State versus
Warfare State, provides a 50 year context for the current black struggle; we have
also included a summary of the Joint Center for Political Studies' survey of black
voter attitudes; and an assessment of blacks' ambivalent relationship to the Democratic party.
Founded upon the principles of black self-determination and the right to selfdefense, the Black Panther Party celebrated the 20th anniversary of its founding in
1966, and we have provided an overview of its achievements. These include substantial contributions to the strategy and tactics of black electoral politics.
It becomes increasingly apparent that the black community can only advance
through the direct and active assertion of its political will. The form that political
will might take, will probably vary, depending upon specific conditions. The burgeoning Rainbow Coalition and the presidential candidacy of Jesse Jackson is one
such expression. The black community base of Mayor Washington is yet another
model. But whatever the form, the key is independent black political will and the
continuing struggle for self-determination.
Cover Art: Blacks march through Chicago, July 10, 1966, after a Freedom Rally convened by Martin
Luther King.
Source: A Lasting Impression: A Collection ofPhotographs ofMartin Luther KingJr, by John Tweedle, University of South Carolina Press, 1983.
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second term. The issue is twofold: Will
Harold Washington win a second term as
Chicago's first black mayor? And, will the
Democrats survive as a vi~ble political party
for black people?

MAYOR WASHINGTON'S
BID FOR RE-ELECTION
Will the Democratic Party Survive?

by Abdul Alkalimat
INTRODUCTION
second term for Chicago Mayor Harold
Washington is ama!ter of great political
significance. The upcoming mayoral election
is a test of how mainstream political parties
respond to new politics and the use of Black
Power to confront and def~at the fundamental ills of this society, especially white supremancy and unemployment. Given current levels of race and class conflict, and the
weak coalition holding together individuals
and groups across lines of class and race,
one has to question the viability of the two
mainstream political parties, especially the
ailing Democrats. And, one has to question
what kind of Black Power is necessary to get
the job done.
It is clear that the current crisis is a
continuation of the last days of the Daley
machine. The key question then as now is,
can a coalition be organized to hold the
Democrats together wqen the main trend
seems to be racial polarization in the midst
of a deepening economic crisis? The difference between then and now has to do with
who holds the key to the coalition. Daley was
white, Washington is black.
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While blacks have been the most loyal
voting bloc for all Democratic candidates,
the role of blacks as elected officials is
restricted mainly to representing oQ.ly blacks,
not to having control of the entire political
system. Blacks are wanted as voters, but not
as leaders. This is a critical issue in Chicago
at this time. The leader of the Democratic
party in Chicago has raised the slogan,
"Anyone except Harold" to the extent of
considering running himself as a Republican. The black community has responded
with "Nobody else but Harold." White racism threatens to force blacks out of the
Democratic party.
Regarding the history of black politics in
the U.S.A., the first fight was for the right
to vote, and then it was to elect black officials
for black majority legislative districts. We are
now in the era of blacks trying to take overall
political control as mayors, governors, or as
president. Will this be a reform that the
system can absorb and remain the same? Or
will this fight escalate into a struggle for a
new political party, precisely because no
existing one will embrace Black Power? The
current struggle in Chicago will yield important lessons for black politics of the 21st
century.
This article is a general introduction to
the current struggle in Chicago. After a brief
survey of the historical background, there
follows discussion of the 1983 primary election, the' 1983 to 1987 first term of the
Washington administration, and some key
issues of the current campaign for his
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

T

he black population of Chicago has
been a major factor in the historical
development of the city. One indication of
this is that there have been black ~lected
officials in Chicago since 1871. However,
now blacks in Chicago have joined with
Latinos to create a new political majority.
The black proportion of the Chicago population increased from 14% in 1950, to 23%
in 1960, to 34% in 1970 and to 40% in 1980.
In 1980 Latinos made up over 12%. This
black population increase has been the greatest factor leading up to black involvement
in electoral politics.
Black community social institutions de~
veloped from 1900 to the 1930s. The black
community of Chicago was organized with
its own organizations and leadership, mainly
centered around churches and businesses.
Out of these black organizations emerged a
leadership that expressed race goals, demands to benefit the entire black community. This was a critical front of defense,since
all black people were subject to vicious forms
of racist oppression. After the 1954 Supreme
Court decision seemed to "outlaw" racial
segregation, integrated civil rights organizations became a popular leadership model.
Although the black church was at the center
of this civil rights action, it remained also
the main social base for Black Power. The
mass civil rights movement helped increase
the popuiarity'ofthe NAACP and the Urban
League.

THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

T

his new civil rights leadership was at
odds with the established black politicians. From 1963 to 1971 there were six
blacks out of 50 on the City Council who
were dubbed by the movement militants
"the silent six." Black representation ex-

panded through the election of black independents. In 1969 Fred Hampton of th~
Black Panther Party was killed in a raid set
up by the Democratic State's Attorney.
In 1971 there were 14 blacks on the City
Council, roughly the same proportion ,as the
black percent of the voting age population.
The critical political factor here was mass
struggle. One significant example was the
movement to improve the quality of the
school system. The entire school system was
shut down by two successful mass boycotts
of the Chicago public schools in 1963 and
1964. The critical differ~nce between -the
two boycotts can be measured by responses
from leadership and social classes: unity in
the first boycott, and division in the second.
While the first boycott was nearly unanimous, the second one had black middle class
families defecting to follow "the silent six"
in opposing the boycott. The second boycott
was looked upon as radical and identified
more with poor working class blacks. This
militant black protest was a profound rejection of the leadership of the Daley/Dawson
political machine.
Both mass struggle and the new independent members of the city council were
attacks upon the near dictatorial rule of
Richard Daley, the Irish mayor who was
elected to a record six terms. This was
deepened when one of the silent six broke
ranks and publicly split with Daley over a
case of racist police brutality against one of
his personal friends.

THE BLACK MAYOR MOVEMENT

T

he death of Daley led to new possibilities, including a black mayor. At
least three successive black members of the
City Council had been given the largely
ceremonial position of Mayor Pro Tem.
However, the city had no plan for succession
of office in case of the elected mayor's death.
So, when Daley died the black Mayor Pro
Tem, Wilson Frost, decided to go over and
take over the Mayor's office. He was confronted by white, armed, uniformed Chicago police, who stopped him. (Where was the
Afro-American Patrolman's League?) A deal
was made whereby Frost agreed to settle by
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dropping his claim to become acting mayor
in exchange for chairing the powerful Finance, Committee.
But there has been no easy answer to who
will rule after Daley. The first replacement
was Michael Bilandic. Bilandic represented
Daley's ward in the City Council and was
chosen as a compromise candidate by the
Democrats trying to save the machine. He
was the 4th consecutive Chicago mayor from
the Irish 11 th ward. Bilandic bungled the
job, and failed to hold the voting blocs
together. A protest vote defeated the machine regulars when Jane Byrne (a Daley
protegee) was elected in 1979. She was a
reform candidate who pledged to fight
corruption in government and add new
levels of representation for women, minorities, and the neighborhoods; but, after the·
election she made her peace with the machine. Byrne worked hand in glove with
party leadership and gave in to white racism.
urther, while the Democratic machine
was getting weak, with no solid replacement for Daley, and no expansion of patronage jobs, more pernicious forces of oppression were gaining ground from the far right.
For example, Chicago has been the headquarters of the main Nazi group in the
U.S.A., located in the infamous Marquette
Park area. And for that matter Daley himself
had fascist tendencies. He had once ordered
thecops'to shoot to kill during an outburst
of black community violence against white
racism. The Nazi group must have felt
encourq.ged by Chicago's climate.
. The stage had been set: the 1960s was the
time whtm mass struggle led to getting more
black political representation; the 1970s was
the time for the expansion and social transformation of the black middle class; and the
1980s decade isthe time for the mass motion
to sur~e forward for black political power.

F

THE 1983 CAMPAIGN

little or no motion toward being in control,
as political power was thought of more in
terms of proportional representation. As the
black population increased, the black voting
base expanded. The possibility of taking
control became evident, and a serious committee to explore a black mayor was formed
as early as 1974. The first major test came
in 1977 when Harold Washington made his
first bid in a special election following Daley's
death. White power continued to survive in
Chicago, but it was clearly in danger of
losing its grip.
The promise of reform under Byrne was
exposed as another misplaced hope black
people had in the white political leadership
of regular Democrats. What is most important is that this political exposure was led by
community based activists and based on
mass mobilization.

Problem

Health

Deteriorating health
services and facilities.
Problem becomes more
critical as cuts in health
services increase.

Spring 1980, mass demonstrations
are held. State officials are brought
in to hear local community testimony in 1979, 1980.

Education

Black representation on
Board of Education. Struggle for democratic control
over education.

1979-1980, mass protests, petition
drives are launched. During 1982
opposition to Byrne's appointment
of two whites to Board replacing
blacks.

Public Housing

Black representation diluted by Byrne on CHA
Board. Conditions in public housing worsening.

Spring-summer 1982, stormy
series of protest actions escalate,
leading to arrest of many activists.

Streeter
Campaign:
17th Ward
Politics

Byrne attempts to, unseat
alderman for opposing
her appointment of] anusBonow to School Board.

May-] l,lly 1982, a black-led citywide
coalition defeats Byrne's candidate
in the primary and runoff.

Black
Businesses
and Jobs

Underpinning the status
of black representation are
issues of inequality of job
and contract opportunities
for blacks.

August 1982, a 14-day boycott of
Chicago Fest led by Coalition to
Stop Chicago Fest and supported
by a white-Latino "Committee of
500."

Unemployment,
Welfare

The economic crisis and
the Reagan-Thompson
budget cuts represent a
direct attack on the standard of living.

August-September 1982, exposures of Reagan-Thompson-Byrne
links to domestic cuts and diversion
of public resources into politician s
coffers.

Private
Housing
Reform

A large percentage of
Federal Community Development funds are retained to stipport machine
politicicans and patronage,
as well as investments in
central business district.

August-September 1982, administrative complaints made; protest at
Mayor Byrne's office and media
campaign launched against repeated "reprogramming" of CD'
funds to meet other political objectives of Byrne's administration.,

PRESIDENT
The Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities invites applications and
nominations for the position of President of
Western Illinois University.
Weste~n Illinois University is a multipurpose
residential institution located in Macomb, illinois, and is one of five universities in a system
governed by the Board of Governors. Western
offers Baccalaureate and Masters degrees in a variety of programs. The Fall 1986 headcount enroll, ment of Western is in excess of 12,000 students.
The President is the chief executive officer of
the University and is accountable to the Chancellor and through the Chancellor to the Board
for the performance of his or her duties.
, Candidates should hold an earned doctorate
from an accredited institution •
Salary is competitive and appointment is expected to be made in Spring 1987. Nominations
should be postmarked by January 2, 1987 and
all applications should be postmarked by
January 16,1987. Nominations and applications
should be sent to:
Dr. Thomas D. Layzell, Chancellor
Board of Governors of State Colleges and
Universities
2040 Hill Meadows Drive, Suite B
Springfield, Illinois 62702
The Board of Governors is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

lacks in 'Chicago, as in most of the
.S;A., went into the 1960s fighting to
survive, and be included into the political
mainstream of American life. There was
THE BLACK SCHOLAR NOVEMBERIDECEMBER 1986

Protest Action
(Dates of Greatest Intensity)

Issue

Western Illinois University
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RESURGENCE OF MASS PROTEST IN THE 1980s
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T

hese mass struggles all led to city hall,
and turned into the fight for a new
mayor. A ground swell developed for a
Washington draft, a consensus was built that
only one candidate could run and have a
chance of winning. Harold Washington became that candidate. However, as a seasoned
black politician he knew that the critical issue
was votes. In the 1977 race only 27.5% of
all eligible blacks voted when Washington
ran unsuccessfully, and only 34% voted in

the 1979 Byrne victory. This was a serious
problem.
Massive voter registration drives turned
the mass protest into an electoral protest.
Black voters were mobilized. While everyone
increased their political mobilization, it is
clear that black people were the leaders. Not
only did black people surpass whites in
registration but in election day turnout as
well. What Washington wanted, and needed,
he got.

The 1983 primary was between Harold
Washington, and two major white Democrats, the incumbent Mayor Jane Byrne and
a sentimental favorite Mayor Daley's son
Richard Daley, Jr. This was important since
Washington needed a split white vote to win.
Out of 1.3 million votes cast, Washington
got 36.6%, Byrne got 33.4%, and Daley got
30% . Washington got 80% of the hlack vote,
24% of the Latino vote, and 10% of the white
vote.

had overcome his past problems and maintained an excellent record in support . of
progressive legislation. Moreover, he C was
deeply rooted in the tradition of black
politics, and therefore was in a leadership
position to mobilize and maintain a united
black community while working on building
a new coalition with Latinos and progressive
whites.

WASHINGTON'S POLITICS

POLITICAL MOBILIZATION OF RACIAL-NATIONALITY GROUPS
Registration and Turnout as Percentage of Voting Age Population

1979-1983
Registration
Black
Latino
White
Primary 1979
General 1982
Primary 1983
General 1983

69.4
86.7
87.2
89.1

31.5
35.1
36.1
37.0

77.4
78.3
82.2
83.2

Black

Turnout
Latino

White

34.5
55.8
64.2
73.0

18.3
20.9
23.9
24.3

50.6
54.0
64.6
67.2

Nowin paperback-Winner ofthe 1984 Pulitzer Prize for
History, The Bancroft Prize, and the Beveridge Award ofthe
American Historical Association

BOOKER T. WASHINGTON
The Wizard o/Tuskegee, 1901-1915
LOUIS R. HARlAN
The first volume of Louis R. Harlan's biography of Booker T.
Washington was widely acclaimed and awarded the Bancroft Prize.
This second prize-winning volume completes "one of the most
important biographies of our time." (Washington Post Book World)
"A superb work of scholarship ... Mr. Harlan deserves honors for his
remarkable achievement."-C. Vann Woodward, The Nell' York
Times Book Review
"The best biography of an Afro-American ...
Abrilliant illumination of Washington's
life." -Jounull o!Southenz History
"In clarity, command of detail, and
fidelity to the record, this is the
work of a master."
At better bookstores or direct(J'ji'OlII:
- The Nell' Republic
OXFORD PAPERBACKS
Oxford University Pre$s
$10.95. paper' 576 pp., 16 halftones
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A RACIST CAMPAIGN
t i~ also important to point out that while
Washington was a progressive Democrat
acism was on the rise in the primary,
but white people did not expect Wash- he was not a revolutionary. He formed
ington to win so. the panic button was not leadership bodies that reflect his desire to
punched until after the votes were tallied. movr policy forward through consensus
At this point the leadership qf the Demo- within the system. An example of tilis is in
cratic party in Chicago fully emerged as the his main campaign committees. His camnew northern dixiecrats. They made it clear paign was dominated by a different leading
that a Republican takeover of Chicago would committee at each of three successive cambe preferable to black power by Democrats. paign stages.
The first was the Task Force for Black
This was a crisis of major proportions, and
Political
Empowerment, a group of black
called into question the viability of the old
militant
political
outsiders. This functioned
coalition that had been in place since
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and strength- as a street force to mobilize black voters, for
protesting any weakening of black unity,
ened by John F. Kennedy. .
The Republican candidate was a Jewish and as a vanguard to offset the absence of
millionaire, Bernard Epton, a former liberal the black middle class.
The next committee was the Campaign
and friend of Harold Washington. He could
have been a sacrificial larp.b to' the absolute Steering COlllmittee, led by the black elites.
dominance of the Democratic party in Chica- This was the main strategy body by which
go, but because of racism he became a the black middle class articulated its design
serious alternative to Washington. White for taking political power in alliance with
leaders of the Democrats were mainly silent, supportive ,Latinos and whites. This was led
or openly in support of the Republicans. by the old civil rights leadership who had
This was one of the most racist c;ampaigns both, challenged and worked with Daley 20
outside of ~he Southern states. Further, years earlier.
much of the Republican campaign was
ut when it came time to set up the
aimed mainly at discrediting Washington. It
transition team to plan the new Washbecame a mud-slinging racist brawl.
In the general election Washington got ington administration, the dominance of the
50.06% of the votes cast (668,176) votes black elites in the steering, committee was
while Epton got 46.4% (619,926 votes). replaced by white elites. Many of these white
Because of racism white Democrats voted elites, or people from their firms, served on
Republican, and threatened to tear up their the previous transition team of Jane Byrne.
party. Washington stood up to vicious polit- Washington was seeking Black Power within
ical and personal attacks and came through a broad alliance with the major business
'interests of the city, as had all previous
strong ("only the strong survive").
He was not a "teflon" politician, but he mayors. It is clear that this was a significant

R
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alliance in the spirit of old Mayor Daley,
especially when the political forces were so
divided and in conflict.
Indeed, with the election of Mayor Harold.
Washington only one of the four levers of
leadership for political power had been
seized. In addition to the mayor's office,
there was the City Council, the city hall
bureaucracy, and the Cook County Democratic organization. Th,is meant that
Washington was on the field, bilt the game
had just begun. While carrying on this battle
he has wort<ed to develop a positive profile
with the business community. Washington's
deal for the economic elites involved increased affirmative action and more of an
equitable deal for neighborhood economic
development in exchange for balancing the
budget, keeping bond ratings up, and working for a positive business climate.

FIRST TERM 1983-1987
he main pattern of the first three years
was set in the first council meeting.
Washington ajourned the meeting when it
was clear that he would be outvoted by a
hostile majority led by his chief Democratic
opponent, the chairperson of the Cook
County Democratic organization Eddie Vrdolyak. Washington and supporters left the
room, after which "Fast Eddie" Vrdolyak
seized the mike and the majority bloc of 29
passed new Hoor rules, and allocated committee positions, making sure they contt;olled the City Council.
.
This was generally sustained through a
court challenge by the Washington forces.
The other side of this power struggle is that
Washington had the right to veto alliegislation. The majority bloc didn't have enough
votes to overturn a veto, so while Washington
didn't have control, neither did the majority
bloc. The courts became the arbiter of
political decision making. This struggle came
to be called "council wars" between the
majority 29 and the Washington 21. It
dragged on for more than three years!

T
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THE PATRONAGE SYSTEM

P

ower in Chicago politics has long been
associated with patronage, i.e., the allocation of city jobs as political favors in exchange
for some form of personal or political service, usually to family members or workers
in a local ward organization. After years of
fighting in the courts, the courts issued the
Shakman decree against patronage, in favor
of protecting government workers from
political pressure. This was a good decision
on how things ought to run, but under such
a new rule Washington was being forced to
run his administration with hostile city workers loyal to the white machine.
. Major appointments began to shake things
. up, especially in new black leadership for
the police department and in the Chicago
Housing Authority. Further, Washington
has used all new hires to the city payrolls to
increase the number of blacks, Latinos, and
women at unprecedented levels. He has
opened up city employment, and membership on tens of appointed boards. In fact, a
significant sector of$ the mass movement
leadership who worked for his election has
moved inside of city government.
However, the majority bloc held up most
of the major appointments of progressives
to boards for the first three years of die
Washington, administration. But things did
begin to change. A black member of the City
Council was indicted fOT embezzlement and
Washington appointed one of the main
black community activists to fill the position.
This was a controversial struggle, but in the
end she took her seat in the council and
began to raise "hell."

T

he critical turning point came as a result
of the court approved plan to reapportion the ward boundaries to increase minority representation. The new elections shifted
the balance of power to a 25 to 25 tie between
the two council factions, including a 2-2
Latino split. Thus, Washington has the
breaking vote. Things began to move forward, but the ed,ge was as slight as one could
get.
The critical break in the old Jl<ltronage
system came in the struggle to control the
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Park District. Washington appoin~ed a white
liberal board president, and a militant community activist-cultural leader to turn the
board around. They hired a new administrator who challenged the old boss, Ed
Kelley, who was also the Democratic party
boss of the 47th ward. This was a struggle
over a large budget involving as many jobs
as all of city hall, and park facilities in every
ward of the city. The courts ruled in Washington's favor. It looked ,like reform was
finally coming to Chicago.
The "court intrigue" filled the newspapers
as the main battles seemed to be inside of
city hall, the jockeying for positions of power
and political advantage. But, in the city all
of the old conflicts were still there, in fact
intensifying.

WASHINGTON'S REFORMS
ne consistent theme of Washington's
first term is reform. But, while the
potential remains great, and the results have
been progressive, this administration still is
marked by the old evils of dirty Chicago
politics. Corruption is as at home in Chicago
as is the Vienna Red' Hot Dog. Former city
officials and a former governor are among
the many convicted felons. Judges often
appear in court as accused criminals.
Under Washington there have been many
accusations and pending court hearingsdirected at some who oppose him (e.g.,
Larry Bullock, a black State Representative
who was the bag man for Jane Byrne and
V rdolyak to payoff a blacK street gang to
attack Washington campaign workers), and
some who support him (e.g., his closest
associate turned out to have a criminal
record and has been involved in constant
scandal, and indictments were brought
in against his former Corporation council
and several current members of the City
Council).
Washington has not been implicated directly, but the reform image of his overall
administration has been questioned. In
Chicago this will not mean much, as Washington is the cleanest politician to come along
in Chicago in decades.
Some forces in the white community per-

O

ceive that Washington is setting up a new
anti-white patronage machine for blacks.
These whites have been gettin'g the lion's
share of public support, and it hurts when
blacks, Latinos, and the left-out whites start
getting a "fair share." However, it is the
democratic right of excluded groups to use
the democratic process to correct past inequities and redistribute wealth by getting
contracts and jobs on a preferential basis.
What exacerbates the whole situation is that
the job base is shrinking-not expandingso it appears as a "blacks win-whites lose"
type of situation.

THE FUNDING CRISIS

T

he essence of what Washington has
done is defined by the city budget and
his effort to meet the needs of different
social classes. Washington has balanced two
opposite class interests with his budget and
policy initiatives. His overall orientation has
been to save the city by developing a positive
climate for business. Within this, he has also
argued that every community should have
its fair share of public appropriations. Since
all jobs and improvements have been concentrated in only a few wards, people notice
a very big change when they are given equal
treatment.
But equal these days means less. General
funding has been on the decline from the
Reagan federal government and the Republican governor has had an austerity orientation as well. Washington inherited an inflated city payroll and workforce that he cut
back, laying off over 8,000 workers. An
example is that he has increased the beds
for the homeless but over 60% have no help
and the numbers are growing, even if one
uses conservative estimates.
Reaganomics has put the corporate model
into the heart of American life, suggesting
that it is a universal cure for problems at all
levels of government. This has required a
vicious campaign to destroy the trade union
movement, and thereby remove the main
basis of opposition to this corporate inspired
social transformation. This is producing
class' polarization and is setting the society
up for some explosive times. Several con-
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crete examples might be useful to demonstr<lcte how these contradictions are unfolding i~ Chicago.

THE DECLINE OF STEEL
he ChiCago region is one of the great
steel-producing areas of the world. But
as with other parts of the U.S.A. the Steel
industry in Chicago is in a deep near fatal
crisis. In 1985, steelmaking employment in
the U.S;A; was the lowest in the industry
since 1933, and it will get much lower. In
the Chicago area about 15,000 workers have
been laid off since 1979. Further, this has
resulted in the loss of 12,600 non-steel
related jobs in the southeast side community
where the mills are located. This area is 51 %
black, 32% white, and 17% Latino, with an
overall unemployment rate approaching
25%.
Mayor Washington appointed a Task
Force on Steel and Southeast Chicago. This
report attempts to plan .the res~ue of the
industry and the ~urrounding neighborhoods. Unfortunately out of 12 people only
one was a trade unionist, while the others
were lawyers, academics and corporate
executives. But even with this composition,
the committee does point to the bitter truth
of a slow down in steel as experienced by
working people. This is the most important
point made in their final report Building on

T

the Basics:
The whole city suffers from these closings:
tax revenue is lost and, more important, so
is the income that the laid-off industrial
workforce once spent at businesses throughout the Chicago area. Still, the brunt of the
suffering is borne by displaced industrial
workers, their families, and their communities. Steelworkers are typically middle-income, blue-collar employees whose skills
, are not readily transferable to other industries. Recent national and local studies show
that only one-half of displaced steelworkers
have found new employment, even after
several years of searching for work. Furthermore, over half of those who did find
. full~time work took pay cuts of at least 20
percent. The damage that accompanies
such drops in income-loss of homes and
cars~ obsolescence of workers' specialized
but nontransferable skills, termination of
insurance benefits, reduction in aspirations
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and opportunities of family members, not
to mention the humiliation of no longer
being able to provide for one's family-is
incalculable.

The problem with the committee is that
its solutions were limited to replacing the
mills with the kinds of economic development that does not absorb the displaced
steelworkers. This is a class question of
w.hose interests are being represented.

YUPPIES VERSUS THE HOMELESS
he general problem of deteriorating
inner cities is a critical economic and
social question. It is an under-utilization of
valuable property, and somehow is a vital
part of the self-image of any city. Areas
where poor people congregate, especially
the people at the bottom who seem to have
given up, have been called skid row. Since
urban renewal has dislocated the underclass,
they are generally referred to as the homeless. Further, their numbers have been increasing.
On the western fringe of the Chicago
downtown area is an area that used to be
occupied by this underclass, and is now
being developed for the yuppies. Since
1980, in·a deal struck by Jane Byrne, the city
joined with large scale real estate developers
to redevelop a 15 acre area. This required
demolishing 16 single room occupancy
hotels containing nearly 3,000 units leased
on a daily and weekly basis. In its place have
been constructed four luxury apartment
buildings containing 1,748 units called (appropriately so in this age of Reaganism)
Presidential Towers. A critical community
report notes that

T

Rents for these units range from $513 per
month for a studio to $1,262 for a two-bedroom apartment. ... [T]he typical tenant is
a 28 year old male who earns about $31,000
per year.

his project cost the city over $100
million because of Jane Byrne's deal.
She sold the land in 1980 at 1968 prices.
This big real estate deal made profits for the
developers, made luxury downtown apartments available for the yuppies and threw
poor people out on the street. The

T
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Washington administration has had to deal
with this problem and others like it.
However, the general trend is bound up
with the basic laws of capital accumulation
operating with a stranglehold around the
neck of every city. Who is needed to work?
Who is the city for? Who will gener:ate the
new profits? These questions point to why
capitalism is dumping the old working class,
and cynically writing skid row "bums" off as
being expendable.
The critical economic and social trend is
down, with people at the bottom having little
hope. A Northwestern University study
called Hardship and Support Systems in Chicago
(4 volumes, 1986) found alarming racial
differences in this suffering:

is a deadline to file petitions as a ,Democrat
on December 15, or as an indepe!ldentcby
January 26th. The black communIty has one
candidate. The issue is, how many significant
white candidates? So, the cast of characters
will not be set until the end of January.
Jane Byrne declared her candidacy as a
Democrat almost two years ago. Acceptance
of her candidacy hasn't been unanimous, so
a great controversy has been made more
complex. If another white candidate ran
against Byrne, whites would split and
Washington could win in the same manner
as '83. So, whites are openly discussing how
to have the best white Democrat, and if that
fails, how to get the best white candidate to
run as a Republican. The V rdolyak faction-

WHO IS SUFFERING IN CHICAGO, 1986
1.
2.
3.
4.

eat less than the government minimum
couldn't pay the rent
utilities cutoff
rats and roaches

The report is very dear on the racial implications of these differences:
Black families are more than twice as likely
as white families to experience every hardship. . .. Overall, the gap between black
and white families does not appear to be
narrowing .... What disturbs us is the size
of the gap. A large proportion of black
families is suffering from serious material
deprivations in food, housing, and medical
access. ... [P]ersisting hardships among
black families should be a cause for special
concern.

THE 1987 CAMPAIGN:
A WHITE SPLIT?
his is the crisis facing Washington:
factional fighting in the Democratic
party, a deepening economic CrISIS, and
heightening racist violence. How he faces
this crisis will determine the meaning of his
victories in the primary election in February~
1987, and the general election in April, 1987.
The election system sets up the structure
of how parties will be used to express the
interests of blacks and poor people. There

T

Black
20.0
20.7
16.0
17.8

White
5.4

7.4
1.7
4.0

the new dixiecrats-are loyal to race over
party.
The electoral set-up was challenged by
Richard Daley, Jr., the old mayor's son, also
. the state's attorney. He attempted to change
it to a general non-partisan race requiring a
simple majority to win, followed by a run-off
if necessary. The play was to allow the whites
to democratically elect a white candidate
who would then go one-on-one against
Washington. Washington kept this referendum off the ballot.
ashington's best chance is to run
against at least two whites. Granted
the racist climate the only sure way of
succeeding is for him to run as an independent, skipping the Democratic primary election altogether. Of course, my hypothesis is
based on the assumption that both parties
will field strong candidates. So the structure
of the current primary system might well
force Washington to run as an independent.
Different lines of analysis are emerging
on this issue. One line emphasizes national

W
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politics-building on the recent Democratic
?~i~s ~n the Senate to resist Reagan's policy
InItiatives. Another line is that black people
should "seriously begin that long and agonizing effort to develop what has been talked
about for so many years-a black independent political party." And a third line would
argue that a new party should be developed
based on realizing the true social democratic
aims of the welfare state.

WASHINGTON'S SOCIAL BASE
he social b~sis for W~shi~gton's i~?e
pendence IS a new CItYWIde coahuon
called the Grass Roots Council, cochaired by
a longstanding community activist and close
associates of Mayor Washington. The neighborhood community organization is the
foundation for political independence from
the Cook County Democratic organization.
Washington has created a positive program
of partnership with these community
groups, so they are likely to actively support
his candidacy. Washington will get the black
vote. Here the task is to get registration back
up to the 1983 le\(el, and to get a similarly
hIgh turnout. Also critical is the support
needed from whites and Latinos.
This defines the formal character of the
electoral arrangement. The content of the
election in Chicago concerns the direction.
of economic and social development. Mayor
Washington has stressed fairness to everyone, and he implements this in terms of
equitable neighborhood development, and
affirmative action. However, he also gives a·
great nod to a partnership with business.
This partnership helps to push a conservative model in solving Chicago's problems.

T

WASHINGTON AND BUSINESS
he most recent example of this is a
report by the Financial Planning Committee for the Cityof Chicago set up for the
mayor by the Commercial Club and Chicago
United. Their key concept is "privatization."
This is

T

~he contractinp--out of the delivery of servIces to the pnvate sector that were previ-
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ously produced by the government alone.
... The government retains control of the
services; that is, the provision of the service
remains a matter of public policy. The
government also continues to finance, or
pay for, the service, although the private
sector actually delivers or produces the
service.

And they go on to clarify why:
private contractors use fewer people; they
use part-time workers; their overall compensation is less; and their material costs
are lower.

This approach is totally against working
class interests, especially black people. Certainly more unemployment is not what we
need. Progressive forces have not yet produced such a comprehensive political diagnosis and plan of action. This is a great weakness that must be shared by the black middle
class, the community activists, and the left.
An example is the Finance Planning committee recommendation that the city increase the
work day from 7 hours to at least 7.5 hours.
The progressive solution is to move in the
opposite direction, of shortening the work
day or work week. Lengthening the work
day is a way to squeeze the workers. Shortening the work day is a way to increase
employment through sharing more equitably the resources of our society.

T

here was a unified black protest to elect
Harold Washington, including building
a powerful rainbow coalition with progressive whites and Latinos. This reform administration has been opposed by a unified racist
leadership of the local Democratic party, the
new northern dixiecrats. Washington is
likely to run as an "independent" in the 1987
mayoral election for a second term. This
certainly means independence of the local
Democratic leadership, if not' outside of the
Democratic Party altogether. His program
seeks a partnership for all of Chicago: city
government, corporations, and communities.
Because of racism there is solid black unity,
and also because community organizations
provide support in the neighborhood for the
Washington administration. Washington
must be reelected in order to defeat racism.
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THE STRUGGLE FOR POPULAR
POWER·
more difficult struggle is to consolidate
power on the basis of broad-based
democratic people's organizations. The corporations have their views on who owns
Chicago, what goals tQ set and what methods
to use. They believe they own, the goal is
profit, and the main method is to turn the
government over to them. What has yet to
be developed in Chicago is an aggressive
consensus to defeat the corporate privatization model. This means there will be a need
to define the class content of black power.
The Washington administration faces serious problems. The way Chicago operates,
corruption is an ever-present danger.
"When whites ran the city they became
. millionaires. Why can't we do it?" And there
is also the problem of R~rty bureaucracy.
Local political organizations can become
ends rather than means, whereby jobs are
more important than fighting for social
change. It seems obvious that the basis of
people's power in Chicago has to be outside
of the formal government.
So, the people's movement working for a
Washington victory has a clear opportunity
to push democracy further along. It has the
opportunity of smashing the local Democratic party and building a new system of
representation-a new independent party.
It has the opportunity of defining a new
coalition of classes and social groups to build
a new city. It has the opportunity of sparking
a neW national political movement independent of the Democratic party. .
.

A

Harold Washington" in Radical America (vol 17 no
6, pages 111-127), and McWorter, Gills; and Bailey
"Black Power Politics as Social Movement: Dialectic~
of Leadership in the Campaign to Elect Harold
Wa~hington Mayor of Chicago," in Gove and MasSO~tI .Chzcago Politics in Transition (University of
I1hnOis Press, forthcoming). Doug Gills is working
on a Ph.D. dissertation focusing on militant black
com~unity activism and its impact on the
Washmgton election. Copies of this material is
avail~bl,: from Twenty-First Century Books and
Pubhc~tlons (P.C? Bo?, 803351, Chicago, IL 60680).
2. ,!,here .IS a growmg hterature on the recent politics
m ~hlcago. Paul Kleppner, Chicago Divided: The
Makzng of a Black Mayor (Dekalb: Northern Illinois
University Press, 1985), Holli and Green, eds., The
Ml!k~ng of the Mayor: Chicago 1983 (Grand Rapids:
Wilham Eerdmans, 1984), Gove and Massotti, After
Daley: Chicago Politics in Transition (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1982) and Gove and Massotti,
Chicago Politi~s in Transition (forthcoming), ~nd
Florence Levmson, Harold Washington: A Political Biography (Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 1983).
3. There are several publications that are essential for
the study of politics in Chicago:
• Chicago Daily Defender (2400 Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60616). This is the main black newspaper
in Chicago.
• All City Cliicago News (1140 W Montrose Ave,
Chicago, Illinois 60613). Main community based
support of Washington by white radicals
• Second Term (Room 644, 127 North Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602). This is the official
newspaper of the Committee to Reelect Washington
• C.hz~ago Repo~ter (11 E. Illinois,. Chicago, IL 60611).
!hls IS the mam newspaper of mvestigative reportmg on matters of race and class inequities.
uS "-"'s...,,.

STATEMENT Of OWNE~~,~!j f.4f:,~,~~~,t:l~INT AND CIRCULATION

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES
1. w.e have been engaged in a research project dealing
~lth Black Power in Chicago as part of the Cooperative Research Network in Black Studies. Our work
has produced three documentary volumes of newspaper clippings and official documents on the 1983
primary campaign (406 pages), the general election
. (653 pages), and the debate carried out in the left
press (272 pages). We also· have an extensive
bibliography (127 pages). During the campaign we
~ponsored a national conference on the general
Issue . of black mayors and have a conference
newspaper and draft proceedings (400 pages). We
have published three studies so far: Alkalimat and
Gills,· "Black Power vs. Racism: The Election of
Harold Washington," in Rod Bush, ed., The New
Black VO.te: A Look at Four American Cities (Synthesis
Pubhcatlons, October 1984), Alkalimatand Gills
"Black Political Protest and the Mayoral Victory of
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HAROLD WASHINGTON
AND THE POLITICSO:F RACE
IN CHICAGO
by Manning Marable
hen Sekou Toure and the Guinean
people were offered membership
within a French commonwealth in lieu of
complete indpendence in 1958, 95 percent
of the population voted "No.." Toure's famous chaJlenge to Charles De Gaulle was,
"We prefer poverty in freedom to riches in
slavery." France responded by withdrawing
all its personnel, equipment, and facilities
from Guinea. Even the telephones were
"pulled out of the walls and taken away to
France."!
A quarter of a century later, in another
political confrontation highly charged by
white racism, the overwhelming majority of
Chicago'S black population rejected its domination by the corrupt Democratic Party
Machine and elected Harold Washington
mayor of the city. Washington's reform
administration was immediately confronted
with a $121 million long-term deficit left by
defeated Democratic Mayor Jane Byrne, as
well as gross bureaucratic inefficiency and
corruption.
But most striking to the new mayor was
the petty vindictiveness of the old regime.
On the first morning in the mayor's office,
Washington discovered that virtually all crucial administrative files had vanished. Other
items which also had liisappeared included

W
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"televisions, typewriters, an Oriental rug,
and a complete video camera setup." The
only item left in the white former mayor's
desk drawer was 9ne paper clip.2
It is no exagg~ration to draw political
parallels between Harold Washington and
the first generation of African nationalists
who achieved independence, frequently
through the mass mobilizations of African
peasants and workers against the racist and
colonial-capitalist states imposed upon them.
Since 1910, black Chicagoans were controlled by corrupt political machines-first
the Republican organization of William Hale
Thompson, and subsequently the Democratic organization of Edward J. Kelly and
Richard Daley.

LEGACY OF WHITE DOMINATION
he l~ng~.ter~ opp~essiv~ legacy of this
dommatlOn IS outlmed m the Chicago
Urban League's recent socio-economic survey of black Chicago. Comparing all U.S.
urban areas with populations above 2.5
million, the report affirms that social and
economic "disparities between blacks and
whites are far greater in Chicago than in any
other major metropolitan area in this country." Chicago'S black population ranks lowest
in median family income, the labor force
participation rate, and the percentage of
persons below the poverty level. It was also
a close second from the bottom in the
percent of adult high school graduates, and
owner-occupied housing statistics. 3

T
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Breaking out of a two generation-long bloc was essentially a "white C~mservative
pattern of electoral apathy and repression, Party ... that is in practice hostile to blacks
73 percent of all Afro-American voters and to any reform that lessens its own
turned out pn April 12, 1983, giving Con- power."
gressman Harold Washington over 514,000
Superficially, Chicago's council wars apvotes. Combined with other key constituen- peared to be motivated solely by race. Vrd.' cies-79 percent of the Puerto Rican vote,' olyak, a lawyer by profession, first made his
i
68 percent from Mexican-Americans, 52 mark in the late sixties as leader of an
percent from Cuban-Americans, and 38 anti-busing organization. During the· 1983
percent from Jewish voters-Washington contest, Vrdolyak rallied white supporters
obtained a total of 668,176 votes, defeating _ of the incumbent mayor by race-baiting:
heretofore obscure Republican candidate "It's a racial thing. Don't kid yourself. ...
Bernard Epton. 4
We're fighting to keep the city the way it is."6
In the next four years, Washington would But Washington's election dia not create a
attempt to reform the city's Byzantine-style massive white exodus from the city into the
government while providing new initiatives suburbs, as some observers predicted. Since
to address urban poverty, homelessness, the 1970s, the average annual population
public health, police brutality, and other loss of Chicago whites has declined by nearly
daily problems largely confined to black and one half.
.
Latino neighborhoods.
The fundamental issues behind the counImmediately following Washington's cil wars are patronage and power, not race.
dramatic victory .. the boss of Cook County's Vrdolyak and his allies "are concerned about
Democratic Party Machine, Alderman E.R. loss of power and patronage and oppor"Fast Eddie" Vrdolyak, hatched a clever tunities to engage in illicit lucrative opporsc;heme to deprive the mayor of any real tunities," observed Edwin C. Berry, former
authority. Controlling 29 alderman out of director of the Chicago Urban League. "If
50, Vrdolyak changed the City Council's Harold Washington were as. white as the
rules to require a two-thirds majority to take driven snow and he took away those privibills away from committees that refused to leges, they woula be equally against him."7
act on them and permit the whole Council
One prime 'example was the "personal
to vote on them. "Regular" .Democrats tied fiefdom" of Democratic Machine leader Edto the Machine were left in powerful commit- mund Kelly, who served as superintendent
tee chairmanships.
of the Chicago Park District for many years.
A 1982 survey of Kelly's agency illustrated
that out of "400 top-paid employees, almost
"BLOC OF 29" FIGHTS
90 percent were white and all were male.
WASHINGTON
With only one quarter the park acreage of
New York City'S park system, the Chicago
espite Washington's initial offers of Park District had twice as manyadminiscompromise, the "bloc of 29" did every- trators." Park employees "had no protection
thing it could to disrupt the normal proce- against arbitrary firing and demotion and
dures of government. Washington's admin- thus were required to do political work to
istrative appointees were blocked from keep their jobs."g
office; Council sessions turned into shouting
matches. Vrdolyak even began wearing a
FISCAL REORGANIZATION
new bullet-proof vest at Council meetings.
Chicago journalist David Moberg suggests
ny mayor's chief difficulty is managing
that the "council wars" produced a "two
the
budget, finding new sources of
party" system. "Chicago has become like
revenue,
and providing services to core
Mississippi in 1964, when the Freedom Demconstituents.
Washington's task was compliocratic Party challenged the segregationist regulars," Moberg notes. The Vrdolyak cated for th,ree years by his inability to

D
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control his own City Council. Moreover,
during these years the amount of federal
community development funds to the city
dropped from $140 million to $85 million
in 1985. But Washington believed that most
Chicago residents would support additional
user fees and taxes, if the budgetary process
was honest and above board, and if the
financial alternatives were clearly spelled
out.
According to Moberg, by late 1983
Washington had
m.oved the city toward collective bargaining
WIth all employees and elimination of inequities that came with the old "handshake"
agreements for a few. He introduced new
cost controls, efficient management, and
personnel cuts in departments that have
been patronage havens. He quickly shifted
$13.5 million in Federal Community Development Block Grant funds out of administrative salaries and into a variety of neighborhood and service improvements."

The Washington administration initiated a
series of new tax hikes: $11.2 million increased tax for vehicle sticker fees, $17.5
million in water rates, $8 million in the city's
sales tax, $10 million tacked on to· city
parking fees, and an additional $29.1 million
from the employer's head tax.
In all, Washington increased all city taxes
by $312 million over a three-year period.
The city'S overall payroll was cut by 3,000
workers. Consequently, Washington was
able to reduce the city's long-term debt by
$27.5 million. But many efforts to locate
additional sources of revenue were blocked
by the City Council. Proposals to tax health
clubs and boat moorings were tabled by the
Council's Finance Committee, and a plan for
a $79 million commercial lease tax on corporations was also halted in court litigation. 10

y~ar:T

million in 1982 to $249 million three
later. Garbage truck crews were ordered to
shift from four-man to three-man crews,
and the number of overtime hours was
sharply cut back.
But these austerity moves didn't compromise public sanitation in most areas. In
many black neighborhoods, citizens reported cleaner conditions and fewer abandoned automobiles. The pounds of garbage
per laborer-hour collected increased from
785 in 1984 to 1,123 in 1986. II
In public ?dministration, Washington reduced the number of patronage employees
from over 40,000 to barely 800. A lottery
was established to select applications for new
city jobs. Consequently, the racial hiring
pattern of the City of Chicago began to
change significantly. In 1981-1982, under
Mayor Byrne, 64 percent of all new employees were white; 28 percent were Afro-Americans, six percent were Latinos, one percent
were Asians, and 26 percent were females.
Under Washington's administration in
1985-1986, the overall percentages were:
blacks, 55 percent; whites, 30 percent; Hispanics, 12 percent; Asians, two percent; and
women, 41 percent.
The "bloc of 29" ii-tsisted that Washington's new lottery system was actually a "wily
form of patronage" which institutionalized
reverse discrimination against white victims.
Anti-Washington leader Roman Pucinski
complained: "[Washington] told his followers to register for these jobs. Once he had a
big backlog registered, they had a lottery to
select workers. But since they are all his
people, they got picked. His worst enemies
have to admit he is clever."12

DESEGREGATION OF PRIVATE
SECTOR

DISMANTLING THE
PATRONAGE SYSTEM

ne central element of Washington's
Q reform
agenda focused on the in-

ome of this additional revenue was allocated for garbage collection, gutter-curb
repair, and for other street services. About
160 foremen were removed from the Streets
and Sanitation department payroll, and
overall expenditures were cut from $257

creased desegregation of Chicago'S private
sector,'and more specifically, the encourage~
ment oflocal black and Latino entrepreneurship through public sector intervention. The
Chicago Urban League estimated that only
.5 percent of all policy-making positions in
white-owned non-financial corporations in

S
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the city were held by Afro-Americans in
1977. In the banking industry, there were
only 21 black administrators and policy making officers (.7 percent) outofa total of2,943
positions; in the white-owned insurance
companies, there was not a single black executive out of 592 policy-making positions. 13
During his campaign, Washington
pledged to give at least 20 percent of all city
contracts to women, black, Latino and other
national minority-owned firms. In 1984, the
mayor established a contract review board
to check all public bids above $50,000. That
year, roughly $64 million in city contracts
went to national minorities and women, the
largest amount in Chicago'S 'history. Through
political pressure, corporations began to
make some important concessions. At the
United Airlines' $350 million terminal project at O'Hare Airport, for instance, $67
million has been set aside for women and
national minority contractors. One $3 million contract has already been given to three
black-owned paInting firms. 14
In the area of human services, a mixed
record of success and failure emerges. The
problems of homeless people and the shortage of decent public housing remain. The
. Chicago Coalition for the Homeless estimated in 19'83 that the number of homeless
people in the city was between 12,000 and
25;000. Most are black and Latino males in
their 20s and 30s, but a growing number are
black women with small children. In 1979
about one dozen homeless people actually
froze to death in Chicago'S alleys and streets.
The Byrne administration authorized
$200,000 to aid street people in 1982, but
its officials "carefully shied away from assuming wholesale responsibility for the
problem."15
.
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HOUSING: PROBLEMS
AND PROGRESS
i

ne contributing factor to homelessness
is the destruction of urban residential
dwellings in black and Latino neighborhoods. Under Byrne's administration, the
. city destroyed 16,177 dwelling units, while
building only 12,811 units. In 1982, Byrne
also reduced the HOl.y;ing Department's

Q

Home Acquisition Program by $2.8 million,
despite strong support express~d for it by
black, Hispanic and low-income, people'. In
Washington's initial two years, the city built
9,596 residential units and destoryed 8,131.
Washington's housing staff was reduced
by one fourth, but it has rehabilitated more
than twice the number of homes than under
Byrne. The Housing Department also has
given emergency grants to nonprofit groups
to save low income hotels and apartment
buildings. The administration has cooperated with housing experts and activists to
initiate the Chicago Housing Partnership
and the Chicago Equity Fund, which provide
funds to nonprofit organizations which are
-renovating low income houses. Despite these
gains, the projected cutbacks in state and
especially federal funding for low-to-moderate income shelter will undermine nearly all
of these efforts. 16
The status of public health programs are
similarly mixed. Under Washington, the
city's infant mortality rate dropped from
18.6 per 1,000 live births to 16.4. However,
this rate is still 55 percent higher than the
national average. In several black communities in Chicago, the infant mortality rate was
between 24 and 30 deaths per 1,000 live
births.
.
The city has only 37 public health field
nurses who make house calls~but, according to minimal federal government guidelines, at least 150 field nurses are needed.
Even in the late 1960s, the city employed
more than 200 nurses. The Health Department budget has been reduced by inflation,
and the number of staff' and professional
workers has been cut from 2,234 to 1,962.
This fiscally-strapped department alone
runs six large health care centers, numerous
small clinics, and serves as "the basic health
care provider for 230,000 Chicagoans a
year."

ADVERTISE WITH
BLACK SCHOLAR CLASSIFIED
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PUBLIC SAFETY POLICIES

DIFFICULTIES WITH HEALTH
CARE EXPENDITURES
ragically, some of the scarce health care
funds from the federal government
have been returned because they were not
spent in the required period of time. In fiscal
year 1984, $114,792 allocated for the
Women, Infants and Children (WIC) Program was given back to the federal government, approximately 7.2 percent of
Chicago's WIC budget for the year. The
Maternal Child Health Program, which focuses on infant care, also returned $50,000
in fiscal year 1984. Bureaucratic errors and
poor planning were to blame. The Chicago
Reporter also notes:

T

The [Health] Department's inability to comply with federal guidelines also forced it to
spend about $500,000 originally intended
to hire health personnel on office equipment, accounting report~ .and furniture.
... As a result the city missed a chance to
spend the money to hire about 70 public
health nurses ·at a time when Chicago faces
a critical shortage of nurses. 17

Washington's administration has been
more successful in the area of public safety.
During the 1983 campaign, Police Chief
Richard J. Brezczek 'openly supported
Byrne. White policemen agressively worked
for Epton and distributed the Republican
candidate's literature while on the job. Flyers
were circulated warning that "white women
will be raped" if "Mr. Baboon" was elected
and that the city's Police Department
emblem would be changed to "Chicongo
Po-lease."'8
The Chicago police force's 11,000 white
officers - out of a total corps of 12,500 - had
a well-deserved reputation for brutality
throughout black and Latino communities.
For 12 years, police recruits were not even
given psychological testing. Officers were
ordered to shoot all unarmed suspects involved in crimes against private property.
Not surprisingly, police shootings of civilians
were commonplace-84 persons were shot
by police in 1979.
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ashington initiated psychological tests
and more strict narcotics checks for
all personnel, and pushed for the hiring and
promotions of national minorities. By 1986,
the Police Department was 21 percent black,
four percent female, and eight percent
Latino. Similarly, the city's Fire Department's force is 16 percent black and four
percent Hispanic. Police shootings of civilians declined by more than 60 percent in
three years. But many white officers still
refuse to accept black supervisors and vigorously .undermine official policies. Several
months ago, 13 white policemen successfully
sued the city for $4.29 million in damages,
by claiming that their job transfers constituted reverse discrimination. 19
Chicago currently spends more than half
of its total budget for police and fire protection. Yet the deteriorating social and economic conditions for young people of color
continues to create the context for rampant
street crime and drug trafficking. About
13,000 Chicago teenagers are "hard core"
members of urban gangs, and perhaps
another 50,000 or more are peripherally
associated with gangs. Murders by street
gangs numbered 70 in 1984 and 55 in 1985.
Washington allocated $4.2 million to create
a new youth anti-violence program, the
Crisis Intervention Network.
But despite this latest initiative, youth
gang crimes, prostitution and drug involvement are increasing. Network director
Roberto Rivera states: "The underground
economy associated with gangs is the distribution of drugs and has led to a lot of
violence. The disaster in many of our communities has taken generations to emerge.
This is the first administration that admits
to having problems with it."20

MACHINE LOSSES IN
WARD ELECTIONS
he turning point of Washington's first
term occurred in early 1986 when a federal court ordered special elections in seven city

T
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wards which had been gerrymandered to
protect pro-Machine aldermen. The Democratic Machine took three seats to Washington's two seats in the March 18, 1986,
election. Two wards, which would determine'
the control of the City Council, were forced
to hold runoff elections on April 29, 1986.
Incumbent Alderman Frank Grady,a
"long-time machine stalwart," faced Marlene
C. Carter, a black: clerical worker and neigh"
borhood leader closely associated with
,Washington. With the strong support of the
mayor, Jesse Jackson, and Congressman
Gus Savage, Carter trounced Grady, winning 10,463 votes (65.4 percent) to 5,525
votes (34.6 percent).
More crucial was the hotly contested race
in the heavily-Latino 26th ward, which
matched pro-Machine hack Manuel A. Torres versus progressive Puerto Rican activist
Luis Gutierrez. Torres was endorsed by both
Byrne and Vrdolyak, and he attempted to
smear Gutierrez as a political leftist and
radical "bomb-thrower." Such tactics worked
against the Machine's favor, as 62 percent
of all eligible voters turned out for the
runoff election. Gutierrez received 7,429
votes (53.1 percent) vs. Torres's 6;549 votes
(46.9 percent).
With Gutierrez's election, both the mayor
and Vrdolyak each controlled 25 votes on
the Council. However, the mayor was legally
empowered to break al.! ties. Bitterly, Vrdolyak admitted that Washington now had
"achieved his goal in the Council." More
candidly, Vrdolyak lieutenant Richard Mell
stated: "After tonight Harold Washington is
the odds-on favorite for re-election."21 '

BOARD APPOINTMENTS BY
WASHINGTON MAJORITY
ashington's fragile majority of "25
plus I" promptly moved to secure the
appointments of 67 nominees to various
public boards. Several nominations had been
delayed by Vrdolyak since December, 1983.
A few members of the Mo,chine's bloc recognized the new political situation, and with
characteristic opportunism announced to
the press their newfound "independence."

W

InJuly, 1986, Park District head Edmund
Kelly was forced to resign, and was rep!aced
with Jesse Madison, "one of the first of the
city's black political leaders to espouse independence from the Democratic Machine."
Madison immediately gave civil service ranking to most of the Park District's .6,000
employees, and ended the policy of political
patronage.
Washington secured the appointment of
black banker Walter Clark to head the board
of the Chicago Transit Authority (CT A).
Former CT A boss James Cardilli had been
intimately tied to the Machine. Another new
CT A board member, disabled rights activist
James Charlton, states that Cardilli "hired
hundreds of people, mostly in administration but throughout the system, who knew
absolutely nothing about what they're supposed to do."
On September 24, Washington pushed
through his 1986 city budget and a hefty
property tax increase through the City
Council by a 26-24 margin. Increasingly the
mayor dictated the city's legislative and
public policy agenda. 22
The Machine has not given up. It continues to resort to the demagogical politics
of race-baiting in its desperate attempts to
mobilize the white working class electorate.
V rdolyak has ~organized a "Save Chicago"
taskforce, which repeatedly charges that the
mayor blunts critics by calling them racists.
Vrdolyak has described Washington as dishonest, untrustworthy, "dumb and stupid.
. . . [he has] never been an effective legislator, and he has great difficulty with basic
arithmetic .... If he were white, with the
same record, how many votes would he have
gotten?"23

RACIAL POLITICS
ne of Vrdolyak's aides on the Council
privately explains the coarse utility of
crude racism: "There has always been racial
politics in Chicago, but a black has, never
'been in a 'money' position, a position of real
power .... In the bungalow wards, the wards
where people may have already moved once
or twice to get away from blacks, you're

,
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going to find real racism among people and
among their leaders. "24
Machine politicians deliberately cultivate
anti-black and anti-Latino sentiment for
their own economic motives as well. Thirteenth ward Alderman John S. Madrzyk, a
powerful Vrdolyak supporter, has used his
influence inside the Council to dezone about
100 .businesses in his own ward to a more
restrictive zoning category. Most of the small
business owners had nor been notified that rezonings had even taken place. White constituents are told that more restrictive zonings will keep "black shoppers and residents
out of the predominantly white 13th Ward."
But several critics suggest that this strategy
is designed to force small business people to
provide financial contributions to white
politicians. One disgruntled merchant relates: "What this means is that we have to
kiss Madrzyk's [behind] if we want to operate
in this ward."25
Although Vrdolyak has been jailed previously for assault with intent to commit
murder (but legally cleared), he and his
closest associates are careful not to embrace
racial vigilantism. 26 Vrdolyak has "learned
how far he could go, and he learned not to
step over the line into anything that would
lead.to prosecution."27 Instead, the Machine's
rhetoric creates a local political culture of
bigotry which provokes others to engage in
racially-motivated random violence.

taunts, pushed them out of the neighborhood. Several police officers were injured
trying to protect the black marchers. After
the confrontation, nearly 1,000 enthusiastic
whites, mostly young men, came out to join
the racist rally.
In subsequent weeks, other less publicized
incidents occurred. In Dolton, a white mob
verbally assaulted and stoned a black marching corps during a July 4 parade; in the
white suburb of Lynwood, a black family
found racist graffiti defacing their home;
another black household was firebombed.
These random acts of terror are not committed or planned by the Democraiic Machine,
but they serve its purposes. If working class
and poor whites can be manipulated to
attack blacks and Latinos, a mass- anti-.
Washington coalition may be built. 28
As of this writing, Washington's re-election as mayor seems probable but is not
guaranteed. His administration is only beginning to wield its full power against·
diehard Mahine opposition. But ina broader
perspective, beyond the racist machinations
of Vrdolyak cabal, there remain certain
hidden contradictions and unresolved tensions within Washington's own ranks.

WASHINGTON ELECtORAL
COALITION

he Washington electoral coalition of
1983 drew its aeepest strength from
black civic reformists, black nationalists and
RACIAL VIOLENCE
labor unions. Along with these core constituencies, Washington's candidacy was also
ince 1983, there have been a series of favored by most black entrepreneurs, a
racist firebombings, assaults and mur- majority of progressive Latino activists and
ders in Chicago'S suburbs and mostly white a_minority of black clergy and white liberals.
urban nt:;ighborhoods. Klansmen worked Each group. embraced Harold Washington
for at least one of the Machine's candidates for different reasons.
The mayor's current staff and key advisors
in the March, 1986, special ward elections.
On June 28, 1986, the Ku Klux Klan held a , reflect this social class and ideological diver"White Pride Ralli' at Marquette Park, sity. The "Mayor's Policy Advisory Cabinet,"
which initially attracted between 300 and the top administrative body, includes 10
500 white residents. When a small number blacks, one Latino, and five whites. Four
of black and progressive white counter-dem- . blaCK women serve as senior lieutenants:
onstrators led by the International Commit- Jacqueline Grimshaw, political strategist for
tee Against Racism attempted to march into intergovernmental affairs; Lucille Dobbins,
the park, several hundred whites physically a former banker who represents the mayor's
attacked them, and while shouting racist interests in the Law, Personnel and Budget
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departments; Sharon Gist Gilliam, who directs the city's $2 billion budget; and Brenda
J. Gaines, who serves as deputy chief of staff.
Some of Washington's top advisors come
directly from civil rights organizations and
community organizing; several have Black
Power~era backgrounds. These include Al
Raby, former desegregation leader who currently directs the Human Relations Commission, and Renault Robinson, former leader
of the Afro-American Police Leauge, who
now chairs the Chicago Housing Authority.
Other advisors, especially those in Washington's unofficial kitchen cabinet, are drawn
largely from the private sector, such as
Cadillac dealer Al Johnson, banker Jacoby
Dickens, hair-product makers Edward Gardner and George Johnson and publicist June
Rosner.
As a result, depending upon the particular
issue, the Washington administration may
take a variety of policy positions which are
not always in harmony with the objective
interests of low income black and Latino
voters. 29
These internal conflicts generally have not
surfaced, in part due to the Democratic
Machine's fierce opposition. A makeshift
political solidarity is impos~d on most of the
anti-racist and democratic reform forces.
Black criticism of the Washington administration, even when it is deserved, is also
somewhat muted precisely because no one
wishes to aid Vrdolyak indirectly.
,
.
ELECTORAL POLITICS:
DEMOCRATIC OR INDEPENDENT?

number of Washington's nationalistoriented followers would favor a clean
break with the Democratic Party, lock-stockand-barrel. The creation of a black electoral
political party would give the mayor an
alternative if he wanted to seek office outside
of the Democrats' ranks. Black journalist
and community leader Lu Palmer states:
"Many of us feel that there is little difference
between the Democratic and Republican
parties. Neither has demonstrated an interest in solving the problems of the black
community." Other endorsers of an inde-

pendent black electoral slate include proWashington Alderman Danny Davis, Al!ierwoman Marlene Carter and State Senator
Emil Jones.
More moderate supporters of Washington
have consistently urged him to follow the
strategy of Detroit Mayor Coleman Young,
by collaborating with the national Democratic Party's hierarchy. Thus in mid-1983,
Washington publicly denounced the prospective Presidential candidacy of Jesse
Jackson, warning: "We do not have the
luxury to, be in any campaign behind a black
candidate who can't win and re-elect Ronald
Reagan." After Vrdolyak endorsed Democratic leader Walter Mondale for the Presidency, however, Washington gave his unofficial support to Jackson. But in the summer
of 1986, when the Reverend Charles Koen,
an Illinois civil rights activist and former
president of the National Association of
Neighborhoods, attempted to organize a
statewide black party for the elections,
Washington did virtually nothing. 30
Dissension in Washington's ranks also was
displayed over the issue of apartheid divestment. As of 1985, the City of Chicago held
investments in numerous banks and financial institutions which did business with
South Africa or through apartheid-linked
subsidiaries: First Chicago Corporation,
Drexel Burnham Lamb, Bache, Citicorp,
Kleinworth, Continental Illinois Bank, Dean
Witter, Merrill Lynch, Unibank as well as
others. The Chicago Teacher's Retirement
System had invested $623 million in South
Africa-related companies, 30 percent of its
total assets.

A

CONTROVERSY OVER
DIVESTMENT BILL

A

lderman Danny Davis introduced strict
divestment legislation into the City
Council in March, 1985. Davis's original
proposal included a total ban on the investment of public money inside South Africa;
the divestiture of public funds from "any
bank, savings and loan association, investment house or corporation doing business
with South Africa"; the prohibition of "new
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or renewed city contracts with companies
doing business with South Africa"; and a
total ban on any city contracts with apartheid-linked firms.
Black local businessmen quickly caucused
with Washington and warned that if Davis's
ordinance was approved, many large companies would no longer be permitted to do
business with the city. Several of these firms,
most prominently Matra and Westinghouse,
had already promised to give substantial
subcontracts to black entrepreneurs in the
O'Hare Airport project.
Prexy Nesbitt, a leader of the Coalition for
Illinois Divestment from South Africa, was
informed by administration officials that
"the bill was such that it could not be signed
by the mayor because it was too strong."
Davis was pressured to submit a "softer"
version of his bill, which would protect the
subcontracts of minority entrepreneurs. As
Nesbitt later related, "There are black
business interests in Chicago ... [that believe] if you divest, some of the crumbs from
city contracts will be lost:"31
Inside every electoral coalition, ethnic,
ideological and social class tensions exist
which may escalate into permanent political
schisms. In the last campaign, Washington
made several political overtures to the white
lesbian and gay community. However, they
generally supported Byrne in the Democratic primary.32 Since then, Washington has
become more responsive to gay issues, and has
taken a more aggressive stand against homophobia. In late June, 1986, the mayor and
over 30,000 Chicagoans attended the city's
"Gay-Lesbian Pride Parade" on the north
side. 33 But some of Washington's black and
Latino supporters, especially those who have
yet to come to terms with their own homophobia, undoubtedly question this alliance.

RELATIONS BETWEEN
BLACKS AND LATINOS

Please note our new address:

nother potential issue is the political
relations between blacks and the Latino
community. The only Latino inside the
Mayor's Policy Advisory Cabinet, Benjamin
Reyes, directed the successful 26th Ward
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campaign. However, "there is no Hispanic
in his kitchen cabinet," notes Armando
Triana, director of the Center for Research
on Hispanics at De Paul University. "He
listens to some things we say, but not
enough."34
As of the 1980 Census, there were 310,400
Mexican-Americans and 116,600 Puerto Ricans in Cook County. The Puerto Rican
median household annual income, $11,959,
was more than $300 lower than that for the
median black family. Thirty-two percent of
all Puerto Rican households and 18 percent
of all Mexican-American households in Chicago are below the federal poverty level. Black
leaders and administrators who seriously intend to build local Rainbow Coalitions must extend a much greater role to Latinos at all policymaking levels and address the special concerns of their community. Neither Washington nor any otheI: black mayoral candidate
can ever win without active Latino su pport. 35
Not even Washington's staunchest supporters would claim that his administration
has made no mistakes. But something fundamental separates a Harold Washington from
many other black mayors, who are often
manipulated to blunt the potential political
militancy of the Afro-American community-Philadelphia's Wilson Goode is a notable example. Washington is the culmination
of a rich black reform tradition in Chicago,
which can be traced through Ida B. Wells,
Earl Dickerson and Jesse Jackson. His reelection campaign should be a democratic
protest movement of oppressed national
minority groups and exploited social classes.
Undoubtedly, it will be domin(j.ted by the
liberal and progressive petty bourgeoisie; it
will make mistakes, errors, and blunders; yet
standing on the broad shoulders of the 1983
victory, it has the potential to attain greater
heights.
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ith all its faults, Washington's adminis•
.tration represents the mass movement
toward democracy, and it explicitly embodies a vigorous anti-racism and antisexism. One can also .predict that if the
Democratic Machine loses again this time
around, it may never take the mayoral seat,
and its organizational power would suffer
perhaps a fatal blow. Vrdolyak knows that
in 1982, the majority of Chicago'S population
became black and Latino; before 1995, the
majority of the city's voting age population
will also be non-white. This fact alone explains the Machine's most transparent ploy:
a recent and unsuccessful attempt to. establish a nonpartisan mayoral election.
The ultimate defeat of Vrdolyak and
company will bring about another stage of
political development and struggle, which
should go even further in addressing and
resolving the real human needs of oppressed
national 'groups and working people in
Chicago. 0
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SIGNIFICANT TRENDS IN
BLACK VOTER ATTITUDES
by linda

T

he results of the 1986 joint Center for
.
Political Studies UCPS)/Gallup survey
reveal both change and contirlUity in the
perceptions of black and white Americans.
I shall provide a few details about these
perceptions (focusing primarily on blacks)
in.six areas:
1) Convergence between blacks and whites
on the major issues facing the nation.
2) Continuing divergence on the best way
to handle these issues.
3) Softening of support for the Democratic
Party.
4) Rising Presidential approval ratings.
5) Continuing preference for Democratic
candidates in 1986.
6) Continuing support for Jesse jackson as
a potential Presidential contender in
1988.
'
·Perhaps the most striking finding of our
survey is the convergence between blacks
and whites on the major issues of the day.
The results of a similar jCPS/Glillup survey
in 1984 demonstrated that blacks and whites
differed sharply on the principal issues of
. concern. When asked to name the three
most important issues in 1984, blacks named
unemployment first, followed by government programs to help the poor and civil
rights. Whites shared the concern over unemployment, but named the federal deficit
and inflation as equally important issues.
DR. LINDA F. WILLIAMS is a Senior Research
Associate (Political Analyst) in the Research Department of the Joint Center for Political Studies,
Washington D.C. This article is a summary of the
1986 jCPS/Gallup Survey of black voter attitudes.
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In 1986, however, the issue agendas of
blacks and whites had both changed and
converged. As can be seen in Table 1, when
asked the name the three most important
issues, blacks cited unemployment (56 percent), the high cost ofliving (33 percent) and
drug abuse (32 percent). White responses
were more dispersed and the order of the
top three issues differed somewhat, but
whites cited the same three issues as their
most important concerns-drug abuse (35
percent), unemployment (29 percent) and
the high cost of living (28 percent).

BLACKS AND WHITES:
DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS
ON ISSUES
rime, protecting American jobs and
health care also ranked among the top
10 issues on both blacks' and whites' lists of
concerns. Indeed, it is interesting to note
that a larger proportion of blacks than
whites cited crime as a main concern. Thus,
on the most basic issue of all-the nation's
major public policy priorities-blacks· and
whites now have substantially similar views.
Despite these common concerns, however,
blacks and whites continue to diverge sharp- lyon the best way to l:landle these issues.
Blacks prefer a strong affirmative action role
for government in resolving the nation's
social and economic woes, while whites are
much more likely to say every individual
should get ahead on his/her own.
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For example, Table 2 shows that when
asked whether the federal government
ought to see to it that every person has a job
and a good standard of living, 65 percent of
blacks but only 24 percent of whites thought
government should guarantee jobs. When
asked whether the federal government
should make every possible effortto improve
the social and economic position of blacks
and other minority groups, 80 percent of
blacks but only 27 percent of whites thought
government should help minorities. When
asked whether government should spend
more or less on social programs to aid the
poor, 86 percent of blacks but only 55
percent of whites said government should
spend more on social programs.

FEWER BLACKS IDENTIFY
AS DEMOCRATS
onversely, when asked whether government should spend more or less on
defense, 53 percent of blacks but only 38
percent of whites thought government
should spend less on defense. In short,
blacks and whites may see common problems, but they believe in different solutions.
For most blacks, federal efforts remain key.
Another major finding is a softening of
Democratic partisanship among blacks.
While the overwhelming majority of blacks
(78 percent) still identify with the Democratic Party and only seven percent identify
with the Republican Party, a smaller proportion of blacks identify themselves in 1986 as
strong Democrats than did so in 1984 (49
percent in 1986 compared to 55 percent in
1984). Younger blacks are especially less
ljkely to identify themselves as strong Democrats (37 percent of blacks under 30 years
of age identify themselves as strong Democrats, compared to more than 50 percent of
blacks over 30).
. Table 3 shows, however, that the flux in
partisan identification as a whole remains
. one of degree of attachment to the Democratic Party. Indeed, what may be more
significant is disaffection from both parties
and, as we shall see, from most candidates.

C

Other findings concern PresideQt Reagan's approval ratings. Similar to other
recent polls, ours show that the President's
overall job performance rating is rising
among blacks. Since 1984, the President's
overall job performance rating has tripled,
from eight percent in the jCPS/Gallup survey of july 1984 to 25 percent in August
1986. Nevertheless, as Table 4 demonstrates,
blacks and whites remain mirror images
in their views of the President's performance: two of every three whites approve of
the way the President is handling his job
while two of every three blacks disapprove.

REAGAN'S JOB RATING
hat explains Reagan's increased over•
all job performance approval rating
among blacks? Three factors appear to
account at least partially for the increase:
• Improved ratings on foreign policy.
• Beliefs abou~ one's personal financial situ
ation.
• Declining emphasis on civil rights.
On most issues of foreign policy in general
and policy toward some particular nations
and regions, Reagan's ratings among blacks
improved by between 10 and 15 percentage
points between 1984 and 1986. One major
exception to this pattern is the President's
handling of the situation in South Africa. In
this poll, taken even before the President
vetoed legislation mandating sanctions
against South Africa's apartheid regime, 78
percent of blacks disapproved of President
Reagan's policy toward South Africa, and
only nine percent approved. This was the
second lowest approval rating blacks provided the President.
Indeed, a majority of blacks sampled in
this poll want even tougher sanctions than
those recently passed by <:tongress. Fiftythree percent think the U.S. government
should require all U.S. businesses now in
South Africa to close their operations, and
only 25 percent oppose such action. Still, on
other foreign policy issues, more blacks
approved the President's performance in
1986 than in 1984.

W
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BLACK'S VIEW OF
PERSONAL FINANCES

R

eagan's rising approval rating among
blacks might also reflect the fact that a
larger proportion of blacks believe their own
financial situation is improving or staying
the same. Almost the same proportion of
blacks said that they were dissatisfied with
the way things are going in the U.S. and that
Reagan's policies had been harmful to blacks
in both the 1984 and 1986 surveys. However,
a smaller proportion in 1986 than in 1984
said their own financial situation was worsening. In the 1986 survey, 36 percent of blacks
said they were financially worse off, compared in to 45 percent in our 1984 survey.
Changes have also occurred in the salience
of civil rights as an issue. These changes too
may have benefited the President. Although
the same overwhelming proportion of blacks
disapprove of the President's handling of
civil rights as disapproved in 1984 (81
percent), civil rights does "not seem to be as
prominent a concern of blacks in 1986. In
our 1984 survey, civil rights was cited as one
of the three most important concerns by 38
percent of blacks, but only 16 percent of
blac~s cited civil rights as a major concern
in our 1986 survey.
More evidence that these three factors are
playing a role in the President's rising
ratings among blacks is found by looking at
the patterns of which blacks now approve
most of the President's performance. Black
men are twice as likely as black women to
approve of the President's performance (34
percent compared to 17 percent); and 31
percent of younger blacks (ages 18-29)
approve, compared to 23 percent of those
ages 30-49 and 20 percent of those over age
50.

YOUNGER BLACKS VS.
OLDER BLACKS
able .'5 shows that black men in general
.... . 'afl9:Ybunger blacks in particular are the
very groups who disproportionately approve
of the President's foreign policy, who believe
their financial situation is improving,and
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who are more likely to believe that the civil
rights battles have been won. Indeed,
throughout the survey, the post-civil rights
generation (blacks under 30) shows a decidedly different pattern of preferences from
that of the civil rights generation (blacks
between the ages of 30 and 49).
Finally, it must be emphasized that the
higher overall job approval rating by blacks
for the President does not reflect more
favorable ratings for the President's domestic agenda. His ratings on unemployment,
the situation of poor people and other
. domestic issues showed no improvement.
They remained abysmally low-17 percent
or lower.
We can now turn to the effects that all
those factors - the convergence of blacks
and whites on the political agenda, the\
softening of Democratic partisanship and
the President's rising approval rating among
blacks-are likely to have on black voting
behavior. One can easily conclude from our
findings that there will be little effect or
none. Blacks are every bit as likely to vote
for Democratic candidates in 1986 as they
did for the Mondale-Ferraro ticket in 1984.

BLACKS STILL PREFER
DEMOCRATS

A

s Table 6 shows, in their congressional
. districts, blacks prefer the Democratic
candidate to the Republican candidate by 83
percent to six percent. Whites, too, prefer.
the Democratic candidate to the Republican
candidate, but of course by a much narrower
margin, 42 percent compared to 37 percent.
Given the 72 congressional districts in
which blacks compose 20 percent or more
of the voting-age population, blacks are
poised to influence election results substantially. An equal proportion of blacks and
whites in the sample say they are registered
to vote (74 percent); and although the
proportion of blacks and whites who report
they are very likely to vote is not surprisingly
substantially lower than it was in 1984, the
turnout gap between blacks and whites is
likely to remain roughly the same. In 1984,
six percentage points fewer blacks than
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whites reported they were were "very likely"
to vote. In 1986 the gap is four percentage
points; 48 percent of blacks and 52 percent
of whites say they will definitely vote.
At this point, blacks also seem unlikely to
support the Republican contender for the
Presidency in 1988. While it is far too early
to predict whom blacks will ultimately support, and many potential contenders are
virtually unknown by black and white Americans, 80 percent of blacks said they were
likely to support the Democratic nominee
and only seven percent said they were likely
to support the Republican nominee. Fortyone percent of whites said they were likely
to support the Republican nominee, and 37
percent said they were likely to support the
Democratic nominee.

MOST BLACKS WANT JACKSON
FOR PRESIDENT IN '88

whites still hold diametrically opposing views
on many issues~particularly those, at the
heart of the public policy debate.
.
But there are signs of change in black
America's concerns, in partisanship, in views
of the Reagan Administration and in the
disaffection felt for both major parties and
for potential Presidential contenders-signs
especially noticeable among the young. 0
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A

sked about their preferences for each
. party's potential Presidential nominee,
a large majority of blacks (68 percent) want
Jesse Jackson to run for President again in
1988 and to win the Democratic nomination
(63 percent). Southern blacks, blacks who
. are not high school graduates, and blacks
with lower incomes are substantially more
likely to favor a second Jackson candidacy.
Only 22 percent of whites, however, want
Jackson to run again, and only six percent
prefer him to be the Democratic nominee.
This is virtually the same percentage of
whites as voted for Jackson in the Democratic
primary of 1984.
A distant second for the Democratic nomination among blacks was Gary Hart, while
the first and second choices of whites were
Hart and Lee Iacocca. For the Republican
nomination, blacks and whites both chose
George Bush, followed by Howard Baker.
But the major news this far away from the
election of '88 is that from our long list of
potential coI~tenders, many blacks and
whites chose "none of the above."
In sum, the 1986 JCPS/Gallup results
demonstrate that there are still two different
Americas, one black and one white. Large
majorities of blacks and large majorities of
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BLACKS AND THE
DEMOCRATIC PARTY:

CONSERVATISM QF
CARTER'S POLICIES

THIRD PARTY

arter, notwithstanding his appeals to
morality, honesty and love (conveniently
following Watergate), must be viewed as part
of this conservative continuum. His social
policies hurt rather than helped a· constituency of close to 30 million blacks who had
given Carter 92 percent of the black vote
and the margin of victory over Gerald Ford
in a relatively close Presidential election. .
Short-sighted are those who blame Reagan
for all the social and economic woes the black
community is currently experiencing. Carter
initiated the slash and cut poliCies regarding
social programs and provided the milieu for
Reagan to do the same. Part of the "Reagan"
Revolution" had the seeds planted by Jimmy
Carter. Reagan intensified as well as exacer"
bated the debacle over social spending cuts.
So why is it that Reagan is vilified in the
black community while Carter appeared to
be a saint while in office? Because Carter
emphasized symbolism over substance. He
appointed Andrew Young as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations and the late
Patricia Harris as Secretary' of· the old
Department of Housing, Education and
Welfare (now Health and Human Services).
These appointments were symbolic paybacks to the. black community .in return for
black electoral support. Young, however,
was soon in trouble for his remarks and
actions regarding the .Middle East, and .
Harris had to contend with bureaucratic
inertia that always makes reform in institutionalized entities a tough nut to crack.
One is hard put to think of any major
policy initiatives under Carter that significantly impacted upon the black community
in a positive way lL.la LBJ or FDR. Carter
supported a watered down version of the
Humphrey-Hawkins Bill regarding government spending for jobs for the unemployed.
The bill has more bark than bite because it
has only a few teeth (enforcement powers).

C

College of PraIrIe V lew A & M U mverslty, Texas.
. .?g
He is the author of two books, Afro-American Mass
black leaders should feel that It IS Incumbent
Political Integration, and Institutional Racism and
upon blacks to prove that they cannot be
Black America.'
. . taken for granted.

f the Democratic Party, as it moves to the
right to "recapture" a large segment of
the white male vote, has' turned its back on
black progress, then blacks must find another
direction in which to go. Other socio-economic and ethnic strata have defected from
the Democratic Party once it was realized
that the "working man's party" no longer
worked for working people. Blacks, however, have continued their allegiance to a
party that has become inimical to their
concerns and anathema to their progress.
Consequently, talk by and among blacks
of forming a third party appears a viable
alternative to many observers. Not that a
third party candidate can win a national
office-not to mention a black third party
candidate running for President. Rather,
the strategy behind a third party alternative
could be to develop demands and an agenda
'during the ,primaries and at future Democratic National Conventions from which to
,bargain, with a not too subtle threat to run
on a separate (independent) party ticket if
concessions do not take place. The primary
function of such a party, as with all third
parties, would be that of issue developer and
election spoiler.
Along with talk of a third independent
party, one also finds talk of a black political
convention for that purpose. This happened
in 1972 in Gary, Indiana, in what came to
be known as the Gary Convention. The
convention, however, ended inmore disunity than unity for a multitude of reasons. Not
the least of these included a diverse political
spectrum from the far "right" to the far
"left," with ultra-conservative and ultralib.erals and a host of ideological orientations
on a continuum from left to right.
The Carter legacy revealed that Democrats were not concerned about black political interests. This legacy reflected more of a
concern for fiscal austerity and ideological
conservatism than social programs. The
move toward a more conservative United
States began as early as 1968 with Nixon's
election on a "law and order" platform.
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The Dissolution of An Irreconcilable Marriage
by Mfanya D. Tryman
minous political winds have been blowing over the heads if not underneath
the party platform of GOP leaders. These
are black winds blowing potential change.
They are winds that could signal a change
in direction as well as strength. These winds
are gales of discontent with the Democratic
Party by black leaders and possibly black
people as well. As of now, these winds have
no clear direction and appear amorphous in
nature, but this could change between now
and 1988. Part of the problem is the chicken

O

and egg complex, which will be addressed
in this article.

BLACK SHIFT TO G.O.P.?
Now and then one reads where the GOP
has recruited a black politician or candidate
who has switched parties. There are a
number of signs, however, that suggest th:,t
the GOP should be intensely attempting to
recruit blacks. The ominous signs are all
about us. Consider, if you will, the following:

1) Continued talk among and between political scientists, analysts and political leaders
that the political system is undergoing a party realignment;
2) Polls taken before the Mondale/Reagan debate during the Presidential campaign of
1984 that showed Mondale receiving as little as 60 percent of the black vote, though
. Jesse Jackson had dropped out of the Presidential race;
3) The treatment of blacks and Jackson delegates at the 1984 Democratic National
Convention in San Francisco;
4) Continued discontent among many black leaders with the shift to the right by the
Democratic Party and the gulf that it has created between black leaders, as well as a
potential split with the Democratic Party;
5) Fragmentation of the New Deal Coalition, in which every significant'social and economic
entity (except blacks) no longer block votes for Democratic nominees; and
6) The legacy of Jimmy Carter, who was the first President (Democratic or Republican)
since the New Deal to actually slash, cut and eliminate numerous social programs that
disproportionately impact upon blacks.
A brief discussion on these points is in
order. Many of the above factors have
caused a great deal of alienation among
black leaders and in the black community.

If the political system truly is undergoing
party realignment, one must question in
what direction the black vote will go. Since
it has become somewhat proverbial that the
black vote is taken for granted by the
.
\memocratiC Party, black initiatives and con- )
MFANYA D. TRYMAN is Associate Professor of cerns were all but ignored at the 1984
\olitical Scien~~ at :Senjamin Ba~nek:r Honors
Democratic Convention. This su ests that
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G.O.P. ASSETS

W

hile the above discussion serves as a
harbinger of potential electoral shifts,
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coalition-building and party realignment, neighborhoods generally and black-on-black
the Republican Party has a number of assets crime in particular have had devastating
of its own that may be utilized in attracting . consequences. Single parent mothers among
the black electorate. These include but are low-income blacks are becoming the trend
rather than the aberration. Young black
not necessarily limited to the following:
males who receive a high school education
• A financial war chest that by far out and are between the ages of 17 and 25 are
raises and outspends its Democratic rival increasingly turning to crime, homosexuality
in most elections;
and drugs, and the end result is prison.
• A political philosophy of self-help that Drugs a~d dope dealers abound in every
is so sorely needed in low-income black black ghetto in the United States.
communities;
• A "vision of new ideas" that includes
G.O.P. AGENDA FOR BLACKS
enterprise zones, tax reform, a return to
traditional family values, school prayer
and inter alia, the moral majority; and
he causes for these social ills are many,
• The party that has been responsible for
but one cannot pull all the blame on the
what many consider to be the sixth party Republican Party for these problems. Demorealignment in U.S. politics.
cratic administrations over the last 50 years
have provided social programs that, in many
instances, punished self-initiative and kept
BLACK SELF-HELP
blacks in a position of political subservience.
The black family serves as a microcosm of
wo of these four assets could serve as U.S. society in general and of the necessity
major drawing cards for attracting at for strong moral values that can reshape
least a significant part of the black vote. A and resocialize black children in a positive
political (and I might add economic) philos- manner.
Of the GOP assets listed above, money
ophy of self-help and a return to traditional
family values are in fact values that sorely and momentum can serve as mechanisms or
need to be emphasized in the black commu- instruments through which the GOP could
nity. A cornerstone of the diametrical Black change its image and chart a new course in
Power Movement of the 1960s was an em- the black community. Since the GOP has
phasis upon self-belp and self-determination. served as the catalyst for new ideas as well
Many black self-help advocates of the '60s as a genuine shift in party allegiance in the
are now in their late 30s, 40s and early 1980s, the incorporation of an agenda that
_50s-the prime voting years (35-55) in U.S. includes black self-help could be a natural,
given the foregoing discussion. A program
politics.
Since it is obvious that neither political of this nature would have to be more sincere
party will embrace the welfare state in the than the efforts .of Nixon's "Philadelphia
future-barring some unforeseen severe Plan" and "Black Capitalism," which were
economic downturn (depression)-there is half-heartedly undertaken as means to pacify
a potential black electorate that may be blacks in response to the outbreaks of mass
attracted to the party that can implement a black violence in the late '60s and early '70s.
real rather than rhetorical self-help pro- Money could be used not only to recruit
gram. Poverty, illiteracy, high unemploy- black candidates for office but to finance well
ment and underemployment are just some run political campaigns for blacks as well.
of the problems that plague low income
blacks in particular and beg for solutions
. THE CHICKEN
which include self-help.
AND EGG COMPLEX
Black family values have deteriorated as
t would seem, based upon the foregoing,
the result of social, political and structural
that a mutual attraction between blacks
arrangements in U.S. society. Crime in black
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and the Republican Party could become a They point to the President's opposition to
reality. So why are blacks not flocking to the Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday as a
party that has a philosophy of self-help that holiday; his support of tax-exempt status for
is so vitally needed in the black community? segregationist colleges and universities; his
And why areleaders of the GOP not jumping initial opposition to extending the Voting
on the bandwagon of self-help to exploit an Rights Act of 1965; dismantling and
politicizing the old Civil Rights Commission;
imminent opportunity?
attacking
affirmative action programs; and
In any critical assessment and evaluation
.
slashing
and/or
cutting numerous social proof this situation, the following factors must
grams
which
disproportionately
affect the
be taken into account that tend to neutralize
status
and
security
of
black
and
low
income
a GOP initiative of this nature, some of
people.
which constitute the "chicken and egg"
Blacks like Clarence Pendleton and Clarcomplex:
ence Thomas who have made the switch and
1) The mutually reinforcing negative at- support Republican national policies are
titudes between blacks and the GOP;
subject to vitriolic attacks by black leaders.
2) The image of Ronald Reagan in the Such attacks serve as a caveat for other
black community;
blacks who may consider making the switch.
3) The actual policies of the Reagan Ad- The current political environment, in which
ministration;
the black community considers itself under
4) Words versus the actual deeds of GOP attack by the Reagan Administration with
leaders;
conservatism on the rise, is not an environ5) The split within the GOP between ment that is conducive for black politicians
conservative and ultra-conservative fac- or leaders to align or even coalesce with
tions;
,
Republicans or the Republican Party on
6) The political environment;
numerous issues. The black backlash poten7) A non-election year;
tial is simply too great and the consequences
8) The notion that Democrats have the too dire for most black leaders to make such
black vote in their hip pocket;
a move.
9) Ostracism in the black community of
other blacks who support or vote for
NEGATIVE FACTORS
Republicans; and
AGAINST G.O.P.
10) Attitudes among white GOP leaders
who feel that the views and attitudes of
black voters are diametrically opposed to
n the other hand, the Republican Party
their own.
will not attempt to woo the Black vote
The age-old question regarding "which in any significant manner for a number of
came first, the' chicken or the egg?" aptly reasons that are given above. Reinforced
characterizes the current relationship be- negative attitudes, a split within the GOP
tween blacks and the Republican Party. It is ranks, a non-election year, the perception of
unlikely that the black electorate or black blacks as loyal Democrats and black political
leaders will embrace Republicanism, how- attitudes are all factors that would tend to
ever, in the near future. This is the result of negate any serious GOP attempt to attract
Reagan's image, Reaganomics, GOP lip serv- the black vote in large numbers. The 1984
ice, the political milieu and the possibility of Presidential election only confirmed in the
minds of many Republicans that the black
being ostr?-cized.
.
vote is a Democratic vote.
The far right, as witnessed by the Moral
RACIST REAGAN POLICIES
Majority and Jerry Falwell as prime examples, exemplifies the split between the modn the one hand, critics of the Reagan erate and conservative Republicans on the
Administration argue that he is a racist. one hand and ultraconservative Republicans
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on the other hand. Ultra-conservatives feel
that Reagan has betrayed fundamental conservative principles and has wavered and
compromised on too many conservative issues. Falwell's trip to South Africa and
support for the apartheid government's
domestic policies only serve to reinforce in
the minds of many blacks that the GOP and
conservative principles of U.S. politics do·
not have a dialectical relationship with black
progress and aspirations.
While talk continues unabated of a sixth
party realignment in U.S. politics, it is
unlikely that blacks will be "realigned" with
what we now know as the Republican Party.
A number of reasons are responsible for
what will amount to the "status quo" vote of
black Democrats. All indicators suggest that.
white Democrats will not just be running for
office in the future, but runqingfrom a black
constituency as well .that has become so
dependent upon social programs in lieu of
political and economic progress. The 1984
Democratic platform and campaign made it
clear that the party of the New Deal is
attempting to cut a better deal, with white,
male defectors as the primary target.

reasoning is sound, it follows logically that
it is impossible for blacks to be part of the
political shift but rather the cause of it.
Black aspirations and Republican political
predispositions appear to be mutually antagonistic toward each other for a number
of reasons. Not the least of these are certain
mistrusts and misconceptions which tend to
blunt any political initiative on either side.
Blacks feel that the GOP is inimical to black
progress and will not support this party. The
GOP feels that black and Democrat are
synonymous terms and has written off the
black vote. The GOP, consequently, does not
build black issues into the party platform,
and blacks, in turn, will not vote Republican.

NEED FOR BLACK
ELECTORAL ALTERNATIVE

he GOP, in turn, reflects the lack of
black support in the party's public
policies that emanate from the national and
state capitals. These policies, in turn, reinforce in the minds of many blacks the notion
that the GOP is insensitive to black concerns.
This is the chicken and egg complex which
,
BLACKS AND
tends to blunt initiatives on either side. One
might add that both sides appear to be
PARTY REALIGNMENT
"chicken" in taking the first step.
olitical history has shown that political, . Black folk must consider alternatives to
and consequently party, realignments the. straight ticket vote for Democrats that
have taken place in some instances when a will only lead them down the path of political
national crisis or political issues that deeply impotence and more broken promises. This
divide the nation are at stake. This has been ticket will lead blacks nowhere. What comno less true with black Americans. Blacks pounds thIS problem is~he fact that the
went virtually from being non-persons and permanent underclass of blacks is growing
slaves to political participants and Republi- and cannot afford to be left out in the cold
cans after the Civil War, and they remained when the opposition party warms up in
until another national crisis that culminated office. Unfortunately, black Americans have
embraced the Democratic Party as a newly
in the Presidential election of 1932.
These shifts, of course, were part of a proselytized convert embraces religion.
Contrary to popular belief in the black
wider party realignment that was taking
community,
the Democratic Party (nor any
place in each instance. But black Americans,
other
political
party) cannot "save" blacks or
by all indicators, do not appear to be involved
provide
them
with a ticket to heaven. The
in the current party realignment that is
party
can
only
provide a Presidential ticket
occurring in the mid-'80s. To the contrary,
once
every
four
years, and all signs suggests
some may see blacks and liberal policies of
that
advance
"tickets"
have already reached
the '60s as the raison d'etat for the realignan
expiration
date.
0
ment that is taking place. If this line of·
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THE LEGACY OF THE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
by JoNina M. Abron
D

arely do activists in a political movement

~ave the opportunity, or luxury, to bring

ings," the exemption of all black men from
military service .and "an immediate end to
police brutality and murder." Invoking the
U.S, constitutional right to bear arms, the
party urged blacks to arm themselves for
self-defense.

their work to a formal closure. The fluidity
of societal conditions which gave rise to the
development of the movement and changes
in attitudes by the activists toward the movement often prevent any .type of conscious
dissolution and/or final summation.
DEMISE OF B.P.P.
The Black Panther Party (BPP) was no
he demise of the BPP can be attributed
exception. One of the most militant moveto a· combination of factors. These
ments to emerge out of the social-political
upsurge in the U.S. during the 1960s, the included ruthless government repression
BPP was organized at a time when many from such national agencies as the FBI on
black Americans-particularly students and down to local police departments;3 serious
other youth - had become disgruntled with internal organizational errors; and the onset
the civil rights movement's primary tactic of of new organizing strategies-':'required by
changing socioeconomic and political condinon-violence.
While Southern blacks had made major tions in the U.S.-that were significantly
gains in voting rights, these gains had not different from those employed by black
come without numerous murders and brutal activists in the '60s and early :70s. An
beatings and bombings of blacks by white in-depth, objective analysis of the Black
racists-:-police, the KKK and others. White Panther Party is a task that remains to be
racist violence against blacks was on the rise done, a task essential for the future growth
and development of a progressive black
in the North as well.
Within this context, the Black Panther liberation struggle in the U.S.
October 1986 marked the 20th anniverParty for Self-Defense' was founded in
Oakland, California, by Huey P. Newton . sary of the founding of the BPP, once
and Bobby G. Seale in October 1966. Among described by late FBI Director J. Edgar
the demands in the party's initial lO-Point Hoover as the organization posing" ... the
"Platform and Program: What We Want, greatest threat. to the internal security of the
What We Believe,"2 the BPP called for black country ... "4 Former BPP members and
self-determination, full employment, "de- supporters gathered in October in Harlem,
cent housing, fit for shelter of human be- New Jersey and Oakland to celebrate the
group's 20th anniversary. These celebrations were highly emotional events, bringing
JONINA M. ABRON is Assistant Editor of The
Black Scholar. Formerly a long-time member of
together many people, some of whom had
the Black Panther Party and an editor of The Black
not seen each other since the late '60s. One
Panther Intercommunal News Service, Ms. Abron
ex-party
leader who attended the Oakland
helped to organize the 20th Anniversary Celebra"reunion" commented to the author, "It [the
tion of the Black Panther Party held in Oakland,
reunion] was the final roll call."
California, on October 25, 1986.
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The Oakland reunion paid tribute to such
free community "Survival Programs" initiated by the BPP as Breakfast for Schoolchildren, Health Clinics, Legal Aid and
Education, Busing to Prisons, Oakland Community School and Oakland Community
Learning Center. The latter operated a
variety of activities for children, teens and
adults.

FALLEN COMRADES
he names of community people, attor. neys, entertainment celebrities and
others were read in honor of their work,
strong support for and generous financial
contributions to the party.
Former party leader Ericka Huggins gave
a moving commemoration to the BPP's
"fallen comrades" -the 28 members who
were· killed, the majority of them jn altercations with law enforce'ment authorities.
Huggins' husband, jon, and Alprentice
"B unchy" Carter, leaders of the Los Angeles
BPP chapter, were assassinated on january
17, 1969, at the University of California-Los
Angeles by suspected FBI informants. 5
In a passionate speech, a former BPP
political prisoner reminded the audience
that an undetermined number of ex-party
members, many whose names are no longer
known, are still incarcerated on charges
they received while Panthers. "When are we
going to get them out of jail?" Bruce Richard
asked.
. The BPP greatly influenced the mass
politics and culture of the '60s and early '70s.
For example, the party's denunciation of
police and other law enforcement agents as
"pigs," whose primary role is to oppress
black, other minority and poor people, was
widely used in the U.S., both by community
activists and .non-activists. The organizational methods and fiery oratory of the BPP
were widely adapted by U.S. groups and
movements of the era, such as the American
Indian Movement, StudentS for a Democratic
Society, Chicano and Asian rights organizations and the women's rights struggle.

T
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B.P.P. CONTRIBUTIONS
ormer party members who made cultural
contributions were honored at the Oakland reunion. They included Emory Douglas,
renowned BPP artist, whose "pig" caricatures and dramatic illustrations of blacks
regularly appeared on posters and in the
BPP's newspaper; Elaine Brown, a former
party leader and vocalist, who recorded two
albums, "Seize the Time" and "Until We're
Free"; "The Lumpen," a BPP vocal quartet;
and poet Huggins.
In addition, establishment of the party's
archives at Howard University'S Spingarn
Research Center was announced. Paul
Coates, an ex-BPI? member now employed
at Spingarn, will coordinate the nationwide
collection of the archival materials.
Looking back at the Black Panther Party's
contributions, one can point to several concepts, movements and community-based institutions, some of which remain today.
These include:
• Current free breakfast and lunch programs for public school children, greatly
inspired by the party's breakfast programs
which highlighted the contradiction of hungry childre,n amidst the affl uence of the U.S.;
• Preventive health care, an idea popularized by BPP free health clinics;
• Local organizing across the country
against police brutality. The party's outspoken stance against state terror, best
exemplified in its early "community patrols
of the police," drew national attention to
the BPP and helped swell its ranks from a
handful of members in Oakland to several
thousand nationwide.

F

PRISON ORGANIZING AND
ELECTORAL. POLITICS
• Protests and organizing against injustices inflicted on black and other minority
prison inmates. Most notable in the BPP's
prison organizing was party "Field Marshal"
George jackson, who had spent 11 years
incarcerated when he was killed at San
Quentin Prison on August 21, 1971.jackson's
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book Soledad Brother, a se~ring indictment of
the U.S. penal system, was instrumental in
drawing national attention to inhumane
conditions inside the country's prisons.
• Increased voter registration and electoral involvement by blacks nationwide, inspired by Bobby Seale's 1973 bid for mayor
of Oakland. Although Seale lost the race, he
Won 43 percent of the total vote after having
forced the white Republican incumbent into
a runoff.6
The BPP, after reversing its earlier denunciation of electoral politics/ provided the
leadership for several voter registration
drives in the Oakland/Alameda County area
between 1972 and 1977. These drives were
key in the elections of Alameda County's
first black supervisor, john Ceorge, in 1976,
and Oakland's first black mayor, Lionel
Wilson, in 1977. 8
Prior to Seale's mayoral campaign, the
party forged an electoral alli~nce in California with the Peace and Freedom Party.
Co-founder Newton, Eldridge Cleaver,
Kathleen Cleaver, among other Panthers,
ran for office on the Peace and Freedom
ticket.
• Oakland Community School, a community-based elementary school that became a
national model for alternative schools, and
was given a special award by the California
Legislature for its educational achievements.

graduate students, secretaries, ;lawyers, a
Chicago Alderman, TV technicians, cooks,
union organizers, bartenders and security
guards. They are people who, as one former
member said, are "raising [their families]."
The Black Panther Party's contributions
to popular politics and culture are its legacy
to current progressive political and social
movements, both in the U.S. and abroad .
Most of the issues the party raised regarding
the oppression of black and other poor
people have yet to be resolved. Indeed, in
far too many cases, conditions for minority
groups in the U.S. are worse then they were
20 years ago.
Opinions about the Black Panther Party
are as wide ranging today as in the group's
heyday. Historically, however, there can be
little doubt that the party played a major
role in influencing the style and content of
the post-civil rights black liberation struggle
and the overall progressive movement in the

U.s. 0
.FOOTNOTES
1. "Self-Defense" was later dropped from the name.
2. The platform and program adopted .in October
1966 was revised in March 1972.
3. See "The FBI's Covert Action Program to Destroy
the Black Panther Party," in fJook Ill, Final Report of
the Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations
with Respect to Intelligence Activities, United States Senate

4.
5.

INTERCOMMUNALISM
nternationalism, or :'intercommunalism"
as the party called it. The Black Panther
Intercommunal News Service regularly reported on and pointed out connections
between the struggles of oppressed peoples
in such countries as Vietnam, Mozambique,
Angola, New Zealand and Puerto Rico and
the struggle of minority groups and poor
and working class whites in the U.S. BPP
leaders traveled to China, North Korea and
Denmark, among other places, and also met
with African liberation fighters like the late
Mozambique Presider1t Samora Machel.
Who are the Black Panthers today? Their
ranks include cab drivers, accountants,

I

6.
7.
8.
9.

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, April 23, 1 9 7 6 ) . ·
Ibid., p. 187.
"Assassin of- B.P.P. Leaders Linked to Jonestown
Massacre," The Black Panther Intercommunal News
Service,. December 16-29, 1978, pp. I and 13.
George and Larry Stiner, then members of US
(United Slaves), were convicted of second degree
murder and conspiracy to commit murder for the
slayings of Carter and Huggins. However, BPP
members who witnessed the killings said that Claude
Elvin Hubert was the culprit. Darthard Perry, a
self-confessed, paid FBI agent provocateur for.
seven years, testified in a 1977 s\vorn affidavit that
he saw Hubert sh,?ot Carter and Huggins and that
he (Perry) had'seen Hubert and the Stiner brothers
several times at the Los Angeles headquarters of the
FBI. An FBI memo of December 1968, released in
December 1975 by the Senate Intelligence Committee, revealed the Bureau's plans to provoke conflict
between the BPP and US in southern California.
"Oakland-A Base of Operation," The Black Pa:nther
Intercommunal News Service, May 19, 1973, p. A.
See To Die for the People by Huey P. Newton.
"Black Panthers meet to recall founding," The
Tribune, October 26, 1986, p. A-IO.
"State Award, Radiothon Boost Community School
and O.C.L.C. Programs," The Black PanthCT Intercommunal News Service, August 27, 1977, pp. 1, 13.
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October 1966

BLACK PANTHER PARTY PLATFORM AND PROGRAM
What We Want-What We Believe
1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny of our Black Community.
We believe that black people will not be free until we are able to determine our destiny.
2. We want full employment for our people.
We believe that the federal government is responsible and obligated to give every man employment or a guaranteed income.
We believe that if the white American businessmen will not give full employment, then the means of production should be
taken from the businessmen and placed in the community so that the people of the community can organize and employ all
of its people and give a high standard of living.
3. We want an end to the robbery by the white man of our Black Community.
We believe that this racist government has robbed us and now we are demanding the overdue debt of forty acres and two
mules. Forty acres and two mules was promised 100 years ago as restitution for slave labor and mass murder of black
people. We will accept the payment in currency which will be distributed to our many communities. The Germans are now
aiding the Jews in Israel for the genocide of the Jewish people. The Germans murdered six million Jews. The American racist
has taken part in the slaughter of over fifty million black people: therefore, we feel thatthis is amodest demand that we make.
4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings. .
We believe that if the white landlords will not give decent housing to our black community., then the housing and the land
should be made into cooperatives so that our community, with government aid, can build and make decent housing for its people.
5. We want education for our people that exposes the true nature of this decadent American society. We want education
that teaches our true history and our role in the present-day society.
We believe in an educational system that will give our people a knowledge of self. If a man does not have knowledge of
himself and his position in society and the world, then he'has little chance to relate to anything else.
6. We want all black men to be exempt from military service.
We believe that Black people should not be forced to fight in the military service to defend a racist government that does not
protect us. We will not fight and kill other people of color in the world who, like black people, are being victimized by the
white racist government of America. Wewill protect ourselves from the force and violence of the racist police and the racist
military, by whatever means necessary.
7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and MURDER of black people.
We believe we can end police brutality in our black community by organizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to
defending our black community from racist police oppression and brutality. The Second Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States gives arightto bear arms. We therefore believe that all black people should arm themselves for self-defense.
8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state, county and city prisons and jails;
We believe that all black p~oPle should be rele~se9 from the many jails and prisons because they have'hot received a fair
and impartial trial.
.
.
9. We want all black people when brought to trial to be tried in court by a jury of their Peer group or people from their
black communities, as defined by the Constitution of the United States.
We believe that the courts should follow the United States Constitution so that black people will receive fair trials. The 14th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution gives a man the right to be tried by his peer group: A peer is a person from a similar
economic, social, religious, geographical, environmental, historical and racial background. To do this the court will be forced
to select a jury from the black community from which the black defendant carne. We have been, aM are being tried by allwhite juries that have no understanding of the "average reasoning man' of the black community.

BOBBY G. SEALE, (left) and HUEY P. NEWTON co-founders of the Black Panther Party.
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10. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice and peace. A!1d asourJl1ajor political objective, a United
Nations-supervised plebiscite to be held throughout the black colony in which only black colonial subjects will be allowed
to participate, for the purpose of determining the will of black people as to their national destiny.
When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bonds which have connected
them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the
laws of nature and nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to aller or abolish it, and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and happiness ....
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WELFARE STATE

VS.
WARFARE STATE

The Legislative Struggle for ~ Full-Employment Economy

by Rep. Ronald V. Dellums
When a great many people are unable to find
work, unemployment results.
.
.
Calvin Coolidge

1930
I am for steadier jobs in America .... But I do
not want to raise false hopes. I know t~at

economists and business leaders have been t~ym.g
for years to solve the problems of periodic
depressions. I do not hold that stea~y emplo~
ment is the only answer, nor do I beheve tha~ It
is completely obtainable .. '.. [W]e ~ust nO.t strive
for more security than is compatible with the
preservation of freedom.
Eric A. Johnston, President
u.s. Chamber of Commerce
<

•

1945

The problem [of pervasive poverty] indicates
that our emphasis must be twofold. We m~st
create full employment or we must create mcomes. People must be made consumers by one
method or another.
.
"
D,·. Martin Luthe," Kzng, Jr.

1967

THE PATHS TO POLITICAL
ACTION
elfare State versus Warfare State. For
better or worse, those two terms have
pervaded U.S. political life for the half-century of my existence.
Born in 1935 in the midst of the Great
Depression, I was raised in a family that was

W

REP. RONALD V. DELLUMS of California's 8th

Congressional District" is Chair of. the Hou~e
Committee on the District of ColumbIa a~d Chair
of the House Armed" Services Comr~:llttee on
Military Installations and Facilities. He IS als~ the
author of Defense Sense: The Search for. a RatIOnal
Military Policy (Cambridge, Mass.: Balh.nger Publishing Company, 1983, 19~4. An abndged version of this article appeared III The Urban League
Review, Summer 198p, focused on. Full Employment, Charles P. Henry, Guest Editor.
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consumed by a passion for social an.d economic justice. For us, the DeclaratIOn of
Independence, the Bill of Rights, and the
13th, 14th and 15th Amendments have
always been more than mere words or
schoolbook lessons. To us, they are-and
must be-a social contract on the part of this
nation's government to guarantee fairness
and equality of opportunity in every facet of
life for all our citizens, regardless of race,
gender, age, economic stat~s, geographical
location or political persuaSIOn.
My father and my u~cle were intensely
involved in the labor umon movement, and
my mother also worked outside the home.
Consequently, I learned at an early age that
there was a distinct disparity between the
promise of these ideals and. gover~m~nt
performance to ensure. ma:Clmu~ Justice
and opportunity for all m thIS SOCiety. .
Both the Constitution and compaSSIOn
were MIAs during the Great Depression, as
power brokers in Washington and Wa.ll
Street manipulated race and class to theIr
own selfish advantage. Desperate unemployed whites were rallied around. slogans
such as "No Jobs for Niggers Until Every
White Man Has a Job!" and "Niggers, back
to the cotton fields-city jobs are for white
"folks.'"
Long before I became an "educated"
person and a politician, I ha? been educated
by the realities of my early.hfe. I saw people
willfully discriminated agamst solely on. the
basis of race or gender, and cruelly mampulated by management because?f class status.
During the Great DepreSSIOn thousands
of blacks and women were able to secure
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employment solely as "scabs" or strike-breakwas the operative term, denoting something
ers. Only the tragedy of World War II
transitory and irrational.
,
enabled them to attain some degree of
Before the Great Depression, these false
economic opportunity-but only after all
rationales enabled those in power to avoid
other labor market alternatives had been
confronting the fundamental causes of povexplored and expended by the entrepre- "erty and unemployment-namely an econneurs of the war economy.
omy insufficiently abundant to provide food,
clothing, shelter, health care and education
n college and graduate school I read and
for all, and a social order that inequitably
absorbed the political and economic distributed what wealth already existed or
theories underlying the inequities of the
was newly created. The government's refusal
marketplace and the workplace. My studies
to recognize or reform these irUustices conand related employment as a manpower
tributed significantly to the evolution of
specialist and psychiatric social worker pro- structural unemployment and the so-called
vided me with an educated "yet personal culture of poverty.
perspective on these important issues.
The Great Depression left those in power
For the past 16 years I have represented
with the choice of continuing to muddle
a California Congressional District in the
through the "boom and bust" cycles favored
U.S. House of Representatives. During that by the so-called "classical" economists or
time I have witnessed the vagaries, con- attempting to deal with the disaster in some
tradictions and frustrations of thtt legislative
new and revolutionary fashion. Franklin D.
proc~ss. I have learned ~he sad lesson that Roosevelt chose revolution without the "r"most politicians place electoral survivalover and called it a New Deal. He promised to
human survival. For too many, polls are
propose programs that would provide relief,
more important than principles.
recovery and reform. In essence his proI offer these observations to explain a grams were reactive; they dealt with symp- "
history of full-employment legislation retoms and consequences rather than root
plete with good intentions and repeated
causes. Consequently, the New Deal was
failures caused by ineffective implementa- doomed to limited success and .extensive
tion, and the less than sanguine prospects failures from the very outset.
for future success, given the current climate
of politics in this society. In order to deal
THE FAILURE OF REFORM
more effectively with current crises and
future options, we need to have better
The real architects of economic reform,
understanding of the reasons for past failbe they Rexford Tugwell or Eleanor
ures and limited successes, so as to avoid the
Roosevelt in the White House, or Robert F.
former and to improve upon the latter.
Wagner of New York and George Norris of
"Nebraska in the Senate, were stifled in their
efforts, or staff undercut by FDR's alleged
THE PAST AS TEACHER:
need to build and maintain a re-election
THE POLITICS OF
consensus,
especially in the so-called "Solid
LEGISLATIVE FAILURE
South".
hroughout history, the problems of
Southern leaders such as Senator Richard
poverty, unemployment and underemRussell of Georgia responded by repeatedly
ployment have been inextricably interrewarning about becoming "completely Ruslated.~ For too long in the U.S., these
sianized." Governer Eugene Talmadge of
problems have been either ignored or the Peach State denounced programs su~h
rationalized with the view that poverty is due as the National Industrial Recovery Act
to some inner personal or moral defect of (NRA, which Talmadge and like-minded
the individual poor. Even the word "deprespoliticians labeled the "Negro Relief Assocision" was absent from economic and political ation") for being run by "socialists and
analyses of massive unemployment; "panic" communists." Meanwhile, the Southern

I
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States Industrial Council and the Southern
Tariff Association excoriated the Roosevelt
Administration for its "excessive spending"
and alleged pro-labor orientation.:'
he New Deal programs did not end the
Great Depression. A severe recession in
1938 caused a major increase in unemployment, from 7.5 million to more than 11
million. A year later a government r~p.ort
indicated that, excluding the 2.5 millIon
people on public relief projects, 58.5 percent
of the men and 78.3 percent of the women
who were working or seeking work earned
less than $1,000. 4
,
For blacks the situation bordered on the
catastrophic. They had been trapped in a
"great depression" since their "full emplo~
ment economy"-slavery--:-had been termInated by the passage of the 13th Amendment. Denied a fair chance at equal education or employment opportunities, they were
"left behind" in good times' and devastated
in hard times. For too many blacks, women
and other minorities,' the New Deal was a
'Raw Deal.
By 1941 it took the threat of a massive
"March on Washington Movement," organized by A. Philip Randolph u?der the
slogan "Democracy Not Hypocnsy-Jobs
Not Alms," to move FDR one slight step on
the road to economic justice. The issuance
of Executive Order 8802 on June 25, 1941,
which established the Committee on Fair
Employment Practices (FEPC), was initially
hailed by the black press as "a sec~nd
Emancipation Proclamation." . Its promise,
however, exceeded the reality."
The entry of the U.S. into World War 11
engendered an economic revolution ahd set
the stage for the social revolution that
evolved in its wake in the following decades.
The country finally achieved a full-employment economy by putting 15 million ~en
and women in military uniform and puttmg
millions more in the business of producing
the weapons of death and destruction. However as Robert Weaver has shown, because
of g~vernment, business and union di~crimi
nation, minorities and women were lIterally
the last to be brought into the war economy,

T
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We have come to a clear realization of the fact that true individual freedom
cannot exist without economic security and independence. "Necessitous men are :'
not free men." People who are hungry and out of a job are the stuff of which
dictatorships are made.
In our day these economic truths have become accepted as self-evident. We
have accepted, so to speak, a second Bill of Rights under which a new basis of
security and prosperity can be established for all-regardless of station, race, or
creed.
Among these are:
The right to a useful and remunerative job in the industries or shops or farms
or mines of the Nation;
The right to earn enough to provide adequate food and clothing and recreation;
The right of every farmer to raise and sell his products at a return which will
give him and his family a decent living;
The right of every businessman, large and small, to trade in an atmosphere of
freedom from unfair competition and domination by monopolies at home and
abroad;
The right of every family to a decent home;
The right to adequate medical care and the opportunity to achieve and enjoy
good health;
,
The right to adequate protection from the economic fears of old age, sickness,
accident, and unemployment;
The right to good education.
All of these rights spell security. And after this \\Tar is won we must be prepared
to move forward, in the implementation of these rights, to new goals of human
happiness and well-being. 7

and the first to lose their positions during
•
6 '
the post-war reconverSIOn process.

THE WORLD WAR II CRISIS
FDR as co-promulgator of the Atlantic
Charter and Commander-in-Chief of the'
"Great Crusade," must have realized the
inherent contradiction between his pre-war
timidity and the moral imperatives unleashed by all-out war for the four freedoms.
In his State of the Union Address ofJanuary
11, 1944, (the inaugural of his Presidential
re-election effort), Roosevelt proclaimed an
economic Bill of Right~ that is worth quoting
in its entirety because it set the agenda for
the post-war debate on the U.S.'economy in
a liberal context:
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The political reality was that liberals conceived an economic Gargantua, but a year
later, Congress brought forth a legislative
pygmy. FDR had died the previous April.
His successor, Harry S. Truman, was provided with a Council of Economic Advisors

(CEA), and the Congress was empowered to
establish the Joint Committee on the Economic Report The National Production and
Employment Budget, the heart and soul of
the bill, was eliminated as was Congressional
responsibili.ty to respond to it with appropriate legislation. It was a short-shrift response'
to a long-term problem.
The 1946 Congressional elections, produced the 80th Congress, in which Republicans controlled both Houses for the first time
since 1930. Truman's response to the Republican insistence for a return to the status quo
ante 1900 was to secure bipartisan support
for the escalation of his Cold War foreign
policy, which led to the creation of a permanent war econ0!llY. The Truman Doctrine
globalized and militarized the "containment"
policy of George F. Kennan, leading to the
approval of NSC-68 in April of 1950 and the
subsequent tripling of the military budget in
a single year.!)

T

he outbreak of the Korean War was
, deemed sufficient justification for this
massive military build-up; it also served as a
convenient excuse for avoiding Congres~
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sianal action on a transition to a long-range
peace-time employment program. The unnecessary prolorigation of the Korean War
also helped reduce national unemployment
to 2.9 percent in 1953.

WEAPONS VS.JOBS
al~raith

CONTINUING UNEMPLOYMENT
However, in the aftermath of the ceasefire, unemployment began steadily climbing
until it peaked at 5.5 percent in the spring
of 1954. Following extensive consultations
with his CEA chief, Dr. Arthur Burns,
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, ever mindful that it was an election year, warned his
Cabinet and Republican leaders that they
could not afford to "get tagged like Mr.
Hoover did, unjustly, of not doing anything
to help in economic bad times." Eisenhower
subsequently told the Cabinet that: "Now is
the time to liberalize everythirtg we can,
because the fear in America is not the fear
of inflation; it is the fear of deflation of
going down, not Up."'11
.
A judicious distribution of public works
funds helped shorten the recession, but it
still cost the Republicans control of the
Congress. Two days after the election,
Eisenhower lamented to his Cabinet that
"eight to twelve years are need~d to wean
people back away from the idea of war
prosperity," his synonym for a full-employ..:
ment economy. II
For their part, after their 1954 electoral
victories, the Democrats said little and did
less about fulfilling the goals lai~ down by
FDR a decade before. Political principle was
priceless, but expediency ensured a return
to the Congress at two- or six;-year intervals.
The advent of the New Frontier heralded
progress and reform in the struggle for
economic justice-but only in the eyes and
ears of true believers and those mesmerized
by form rather than substance. The quasiofficial liberal agenda for the decade of the
60s had been proclaimed in John Kenneth
Galbraith's The Affluent Society, but it had
little relevance to the privation of the working poor and unemployed in the U.S. in
1958. Galbraith conceded that some poverty
still existe~ in the country, but added ·that·
<
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'

wa~e from
p~n.od and

"it can no longer be presented as a universal
or massive affliction. It is more nearly an
afterthought," 12

G thIS score by Leon Ii. Keyserling, an old
was immediately challenged on

New Dealer and an original member of the
CEA under Truman. Keyserling contended
that 25 percent of U.S. families were living
below the poverty line. Such pervasive poverty could be diminished neither by spending more on public services, as Galbraith
advocated, nor by redistributing wealth,a
panacea that Galbraith assiduously avoided.
Galbraith was against economic growth;
Keyserling was emphatically for it, arguing
in favor of an annual five percent Gross
National Product (GNP) increase (as opposed to the average annual two percent
GNP growth during the first Eisenhower
Administration). Keyserling maintained that
this surge in private sector economic growth
would yield greater tax revenues, thus expanding the scope of public sector services. 1:1
Little did Keyserling realize that for the
"tough-minded liberals" of the Kennedy
Administration, the primary focus on publicsector spending would be on an ,expansion of
the nuclear and conventional arms race, and
a massive increase in foreign aid, most of
the latter in the form of military assistance
programs to third world nations. 14 Although
respected members of the Kennedy CEA
such as James Tobin were seriously interested in Keyserling's arguments and reforms promoting economic justice, the Oval
Office philosophy was more accurately re-,
f1ected by top Kennedy aide Theodore
Sorensen, who relished his attempt at witty
pragmatism by often saying:
<

If you have 7 percent unemployment,
you're getting a grade of 93. Why on earth
should the Administration make great efforts with all the fiscal dangers and the
political dangers too to raise the grade from
93 to 96?'"
.

Consequently, the Kennedy Administration .created minimalist approaches to the
problems of poverty and unemployment.
These included raising the hourly minimum
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$1 to $1.25 over a three-year
extending the coverage to four
mIllIon new workers, and limiting impact aid
to depressed areas such as West Virginia.
These measures were considered "progressive" advances by an administration that had
secure~ its electoral mandate by a margin of
approxImately 118,000 votes nationwide.

H

owever, from personal experience I
can testify that one major exception to
this minimalis~ ~as the Manpower Development ~nd Trammg Act of 1962. During the
first SIX years following its enactment, $1.5
billion was spent to provide vocational training for over one million persons. More than
600,000 people completed the program,
and most earned far better wages after
training than before.
One wishes that there had been more
funds made available to reach a far broader
network of the unemployed and the underemployed-especially among the emerging
ghet~o youth who would become the catalysts
for VIOlent change in the despairing times of
the mid- and late-60s, or among those who
would be senselessly sacrificed during the
next decade in the charnel house that was
the Indochina War.

farm for the rejects of society and of the
economy.";
.'
'.

Harrington's cri de coeur provoked m~ch
concern but virtually nothing in immedIate constructive legislative initiatives to
ameliorate the plight of the poor and the
unemployed. The burden of that challenge
fell to JFK's unexpected successor, Lyndon
B. Johnson, who became President by virtue
of aSliassination. In his first State of the
Union Address, onJanuary 8, 1964,Johnson
announced: "This Administration today,
here and now, declares unconditional war
on poverty in America.""
publ~c

~agically, from th,? very outset, LBJ's

T war

on poverty was incapable of
being "won," because he had simultaneously
chosen to wage another, more insidious, war
in Indochina. Johnson'S massive escalation
of the Indochina War in March of 1965 was
followed by the submission of his infamous
"guns and butter" budget to Congress on
January 24, 1966. For all practical purposes
the "War on poverty" was over-and poverty
was the winner by default. 1M
However, during the brief "window of
o~po~tunity" .afforded by the public guilt'
tnp m the Immediate aftermath of the
Kenne?y assassination and the certainty of
a maSSIve Democratic electoral victory in the
THE WAR ON POVERTY
Presidential election against Senator Barry
'In 1962 the Kenntt y Administration also Goldwater, LBJ did manage to ram through
rediscovered poverty as a political issue with t?e e.le~~io?-year Congress a series of legislathe publication of Michael Ha'rrington's The tIve mltIatIves that redefined both poverty
Ot~er America. Harrington claimed that, de- and unemployment.
spIte the growth of a permanent war econSocial scientists and partisan commenomy, poverty had created structural. un- tators are .still debating the short- and longemployment of such' dimensions that as term. ments, or lack thereof, of legislative
many as 50 million people ought now to be creatIOns such as the Office of Economic
classIfied as poor. For him, the new poverty Opportunity, Community Action Programs,
was constructed
the Elementary ,and Secondary Education
Act, Head Start, Food Stamps, Medicare and
so ~s to destroy aspiration; it is a system
~edicaid, and many others, but the reality
deSigned to. be impervious to hope. The
IS that. povel~ty did sigliificant(y decline during
other Amenca does not contain the adventurous seeking a new life and land. It is
populated by failures, by those driven from
the land and bewildered by the city, by old
people suddenly confronted with the torm~nts. <?f lon~liness and poverty, and by
mInonue.s fa~In~.a wall of prejudice ....
The entire InvIsible land of the other
Americans became a ghetto, a modern poor

the perwd oj tune these programs were adequately
jimded.'!1

BENIGN NEGLECT FOR BLACKS
~n 196~ candidate Richard Nixon proclaImed hImself a fierce foe of the welfare
state. But President Nixon behaved much
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like "the last Keynesian" that Garry Wills
portrayed him in Nixon Agonistes because
Nixon feared a social revolution and worse
if he carried out his campaign threat to
dismantle the foundations of the welfare
state. In typical Nixon fashion, he hired a
Democrat, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, then
best known as the author of the so-called
Moynihan Report on the disintegration of the
black family, to place all controversial government social programs in the limbo of
"benign neglect."
In doing so, Nixon set the stage for the
social-justice retreat by the Carter Administration and the all-out assault against the
poor and the powerless by the Reagan
Administration.
iewed in historical hindsight, Jimmy
Carter will be cited in years to come as
a classic case study of a man who knew how
to get elected, but who did not know how to
govern. I was not alone in urging him to
, take the opportunity to lead the nation-by
halting the arms escalation and firmly establishinga commitment to a full-employment
'economy among' other things-rather than
to rely upon public opinion polls as a major
vehicle for establishing national priorities.

V

CARTER'S AMBIV ALENCE ON JOBS
It is intriguing to note that Carter's tepid
support for the Humphrey-Hawkins Full
Employment and Balanced Growth Act of
1978 actually was a reactive tactic to overcome the public furor created by his random
remarks on "ethnic purity" at various intervals in April of 1976 during the Democratic
Party primary season.20 Further, a careful
reading of Carter's remarks on the day he
signed the bill (October 27, 1978) indicates
that he had no intention of striving for the
"full employment" target goal of four percent, or in implementing the provisions that
would enhance such a full-employment policy.
Judged by these and other public remarks
before and after the signing, it would appear
that Carter had early on decided that little
political capital could be derived from strict
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enforcement of the legislation, so it was not
worth the political risk as he neared the time
for his Presidential re-election bid in 1980. 21
Regrettably, President Carter further undermined the fading legacy of the Great
Society social programs by an aggressive
renewal of the arms race in 1979, prior to
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. In short,
like too many of his predecessors, Carter was
willing to trade away budget butter for real
guns.
He tried to appease Senate "hawks" with
new promises of substantial "real growth"
increases in military spending, in return for ,
their votes insupportofthe SALT II Treaty.
The "hawk'" votes' for the treaty never
materialized, but Carter still went ahead
with a five-year proposed military build-up
that was accelerated and intensified by the
Reagan Administration. In the final analysis,
the aggressive ambivalence of the Carter
Administration made possible the early legislative successes of the Reagan Revolution.

First, they have questioned the present and future domestic priorities of this ,
nation as a functioning society. Their philosophic commitment is to 'suppfyside
eC0fo10mi~s' and a l~bor philosophy which, in the words of Herbert Stein, 'requires
get~mg nd of the Idea that 7 percent unemployment cannot be full employment.
Secon?, they h~ve. quest~oned ~he valid!ty of many existing social programs"
challengmg us to JustIfy theIr contmued eXIstence. A principle point of attack has
been the 'welfare mess.' Their key spokesman on this issue, Martin Anderson,
claimed in a 1978 analysis that '[ t]he war on poverty that began in 1964 has been
~on. Th~ growth ofjobs and i~come in private economy, combined with explosive
mcrease m government spendmg for welfare and income transfer programs, has
virtually eliminated poverty in the United States.' ...
Third, they have challenged the fundamental assumptions on which the tax
structur.e ~f this country is based. But is the Kemp-Roth bill an acceptable
.
alternatIve. . . .
Fourth, the reactionary Right has made an all-out commitment to the
militarization of American foreign policy by advocating massive increases in the
military budget, the legalization of illegal and immoral CIA and FBI activities at
home an? abroad, ~nd t.he ~romotion ?f autocratic regimes at the expense of
human nghts, espeCIally m chent states m the American orbit of influence. 22

THE FAILURE OF REAGANOMICS

THE REAGAN REVOLUTION
n Tuesday, November 4,1980, Ronald
Reagan was swept into office as the
40th President of the United States. In the
process he won 44 of 50 states and brought
in enough Republic¥s on his coattails, to
gain control of the ~. Senate and undermine Democratic control of the House.
A month and a day later I gave a speech
in Washington at the Socialist International
Conference. The audience included Francois Mitterand of France, Olof Palme of
Sweden, Felipe Gonzalez of Spain, Willy
Brandt of West Germany, JooP Den Uyl of
the Netherlands and several hundred other
European parliamentarians. I began by asserting that "the 1980 election is-and
should be-viewed as a terminal watershed
in American political history .... [It] may
well be the dawn of a totally new era in this
country's social and economic history, the
parameters of which are yet to be determined."
I then outlined four major areas of assault
that the Reagan Administration would undertake when its leaders assumed power:

O
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uring the past five years, all these fears
have been confirmed; Reaganomics'
pathetic performance is now a matter of
public record. Its inner contradictions, intellectual inadequacies ~nd gross hypocrisies
were fIrst ,revealed in David Stockman's
confessions to William Greider in Atlantic
magazine in November of 1981; they have
recently been documented at length in
Stockm,an's sorry memoir of those sordid
times. 2"
'
The Reagan Administration came into
office in 1981 promising to balance the
budget while cutting taxes, to savage social
programs and to spend $1.6 trillion over a
five-year period on an unprecedented military build-up. It has kept every promise but
one, the balanced budget, and, as a result, has
brought the national economy to the brink
of disaster by doubling the national debt to
$2 trillion.
However, any careful analysis of the recent budgets proposed by this administration and those finally adopted by the Congress also demonstrates that this government
has virtually abandoned the effort to improve our quality of life. Proof rests in the
most recent Labor Department statistics,
which indicate a major increase in national
,

unemployment in the past two months, to a
7.3 percent and 7.2 percent respectively. As
of March 1986 there were more than 8.4.
million people "officially" unemployed.
Despite the incessant claims of a so-called •
"Reagan Recovery," the truth is that with the
single exception of January 1986, "official"
unemploym~nt has ranged between eight
million and II million Americans since
August of 1981, when the first components
of the Reagan program were. enacted, The
percentage of unemployed for blacks and
Hispanics during this period has been more
than double the national average; for black
teenagers it has constantly hovered between
40 percent and 50 percent. It is still the
"Great Depression" for minority workers in
U.S. society.
This sustained unemployment reflects the
loss of millions of manufacturing jobs, the·
closure of thousands of family farms and the
lack of a policy for building a full-employment economy. The so-called "Reagan Re c
covery" has left millions of Americans Worse
off than before. For many working-class
people the decrease in inflation and federal
taxes has been offset by increased state and
local taxes. Forced employee wage and benefit "give backs" and reductions or elimina- '
tion of federal programs' hav~ further
eroded the positions of U.S. workers.
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BLACK DEPRIVATION
As a direct consequence of this budgetary
insanity, University of California (Berkeley)
Professor Ronald Takaki, citing government
reports, recently stated that "between ~ 980
and 1983, the number of poor Amencans
soared from 29 million to 35 million, an
increase of 6 million in three years. The rate
of poverty als() shot. upward fro~ 12.9
percent to 15 percent." Takaki also Clted ~he
significant rise in unemployment .dur~ng
that period as a major factor in contnbutmg
to the increase in poverty.24
erhaps the most tragic .ele~ent ?f these
figures is the rapid rise m chtldhood
poverty, more than one-~hird the t~tal. Of
the 62 million children m our natIOn, 13
million-more than one in five-live in
poverty. Of children under six years of age,
one in four are in poverty. Nearly half of all
black children and almost two out of five
Hispanic children ~re p~or: M?re than half
, the children who hve WIth a smgle mother
are in poverty. When adde~ t.o the upsurges
in teen-age and farm-belt sUlCldes, the homeless, the illiterate and those who cannot
afford medical care, childhood poverty constitutes a terrible indictment of the failure
of the Reagan Administration an~ Co~gress
to confront the pain and suffermg m our
midst. 2,;
In December 1985, the combined fears of
a runaway national debt (up from .$930
billion to $2 trillion during PreSIdent
Reagan's term) and impending elections
caused Congress to pass the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (G-R-H) Balanced Budget an?
Emergenty Deficit Control Act. ~-R-H ~rbl
trarily cuts program spending If de~Clt-re
duction targets are not met. ~y reducmg th~
deficit without debate and WIthout the establishment of priorities or the assessment of
need G-R-H removes accountability from
gove;nment, striking at the heart of our
democratic process.
The first stage of the G-R-H process took
effect on March 1, 1986. It cut $11. 7 billion
from current spending, roughly split between domestic and military programs. In
percentage terms, this resulted in four to

P
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five percent cuts in all affected programs,
except for all major weapons systems that
were specifically exempted. However, the
pain felt this year will be nothing compared
to that beginning October, 1986, If the
current estimates for fiscal year 1987 cuts,
easily exceeding $60 billion, are imposedwith or without the approval of the U.S.
Supreme Court. These. cut~ would t:igger
across-the-board reductlOns m domestIC programs of 25 percent or more ~or the next
year alone, while scarcely touchmg the Pentagon weapons program.

GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS
LOOPHOLES, DEFICITS,
MILITARISM
In his 1986 State of the Union Address,
President Reagan pretended that past reality
doesn't exist when he boasted that "passage
of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings gives us an
historic opportunity to achieve what has
eluded our national leadership for decades,
forcing federal government to live withi~ its
means." He went on to say: "The detaIled
budget that we will submit will meet th:
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings target for defiClt
reductions, meet our commitment to protect
Social Security ~nd the truly less fortuna~e,
and yes, meet our commitment not to raIse
taxes."21i
.
On the following day, the President submitted to Congress his sixth consecutive
massive-deficit budget proposaL Each of
them has been a principal (and interest)
contributor to the annual acceleration of the
national debt beyond the wildest dreams of
any Keyriesian "big spender." The President
claimed that:

Thi~ budget shows, moreove~, that eli~inat
ing the deficit is possi?le wlthou,t (~IS emphasis) raising taxes, Without sacnficmg <:,ur
defense preparedness, and without cuttmg
into legitimate programs for the poor and
the elderly."7

espite the President's claims that his
budget meets the G-R-H deficit t~rgets,
a close analysis reveals that it underestimates
the deficit by overstating GNP growth and

D
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government revenues, and underestimating
inflation and unemployment projections.
The Reagan budget advocates massive increases in military spending of $34 billion
(up 12 percent from last year) and a continued escalation of the arms race, including
a proposed $2.2 billion increase (up 75
percent from last year) in funding for the
administration's so-called "Star Wars" program. This tremendous increase in military
spending will be subsidized in part by proposed cuts of $22 billion in vital human
needs and social programs that will dismantle or devastate hundreds of existing programs for the middle class, the young, the
elderly, the unemployed, the disabled and
the destitute.

THERE ARE CONSTRUCTIVE
ALTERNATIVES

I

and actIVIst economists such as Robert C.
Weaver and Leon H. Keyserling, proposed
constructive long-term economic conversion
programs as a necessary transition to a fullemployment peace-time economy. Their efforts were either rebuffed or ignored.
In subsequent years other concerned
members of Congress, including George
McGovern of South Dakota, Parren Mitchell
of Maryland and Ted Weiss of New' York,
have proposed varied forms of economic
conversion legislation, mostly in the form of'
amend,ments to other legislation. Their proposals seldom, if ever, were allowed to come
to the floor of Congress for full debate. 2H It
should also be noted that, in on~'·fashion or
another, they all owe an intellectual debt to
the pioneering research and published
works of Seymour Melman, a professor of
Industrial Engineering at Columbia University and a long-time activist in SANE.2!l
When I first came to the Congress in 1971,
I soon discovered that the House Armed
Services Committee and the Defense Appropriations Subcommitee were the twin en~
gines that determined the thrust and direction of all national security legislation and,
by extension, the entire economy. With each
subsequent session of Congress the cause-effect relationship between the military budget
and the national economy at large became
more evident.

f I were to travel to another nation and
could study only one document to prepare for the trip, I would choose that
nation's budget. The budget would show the
priorities-guns versus butter-and thus the
real, if unstated, values of that nation. It
would document whether or not that nation
has a commitment to caring for its elderly,
educating its children, and providing
adequate employment, housing and health
care for all its citizens.
Judged by these criteria, the Reagan AdTHE WAR ECONOMY
ministration and a majority of the Congress
have failed that moral test of government.
What I found distressing were the expeFor the past 40 years, because of their dient but inaccurate arguments regularly
continued commitment to the madness that employed by weapons contractors woo conmasquerades as Cold War foreign policy, tended that their projects were an absolute
eight successive Presidential administrations necessity for t'he national economy because
have consistently chosen guns over butter in th~y meant the creation of new jobs. The.
the mindless escalation of an arms race that most glaring example of this modus operandi
now threatens the very survival of the planet. occurred during the intitial debates over the
The creation, perpetuation and expansion B-1 bomber program, when corporate execof the permanent war economy has wrought utives from Rockwell International tried to .
social and economic havoc on the society at convince me that the B-1 program would be
large. It has stagnated the economy and stifled a boon for California's economy which was
real growth potential, while wasting valuable then in a prolonged recession.
fiscal, material and intellectual resources.
Forty years ago, committed progressives
ears later I would be demoralized when
in the Senate, such as Robert F. Wagner of
I received a letter from the United Auto
New York and James E. Murray of Montana, Workers headquarters urging me to votefor
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and others convinced me of the necessity to
the continued production of the MX missile,
incorporate an economic conversion proeven though seven years earlier I had been
gram into a comprehensive alternative milithe first member of Congress to call for its
tary budget. This bill, H.R. 6696, was the
termination. Their rationale? In a word,
first such legislative proposal ever brought
jobs, thus echoing the ill-informed argu32
to the House Floor for full debate.
ments of Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and others in the administration and
Congress.
JOBS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS
The economic and social reality of such
distorted perceptions and false advocacy is
he proposals for economic conversion
essentially this: Military spending destroys
were based on two fundamental propomore jobs than it creates. Working class
sitions: First, every U.S. resident is entitled
people cannot eat M-X missiles; our youth
to a job as a basic human right. Second, once
cannot learn from B-1 bombers; the sick
Congress makes a decision adversely affectcannot be heakd with Trident submarines;
ing a local economy, it has a moral obligation
the elderly cannot be housed or cared for in
to ease the economic, social and psychic
M-l tanks; we cannot reverse the increase
dislocation
created.
in, and feminization of, poverty with PershIt should provide economic conversion
ing II and Cruise missiles. Our economy and
assistance funds, high-level job training prosociety will continue to suffer so long as
grams for conversion employment opporweapons contractors and the Pentagon contunities, and monetary assistance and healthsume an increasing sha~e of our natural
. care services to families and individuals who
resources.
Convinced that public opinion could be cannot secure immediate employment. The
original proposal also called for a minimum
mobilized' for economic conversion to a
investment of $45 billion over an initial
peacetime economy, I began working with
five-year period. We estimated that this
my staff in September of 1980 to draft a
.
comprehensive budgetary challenge, not proposal would provide a minimum of
300,000 new jobs in the first year of the
only to the Pentagon budget but also to the
conversion process, and that the number
emerging Reagan program. I found the
would increase by ever greater amounts in
major speeches of Dr. Martin Luther King,
33
Jr., particularly challenging in fine-tuning. succeeding years.
my thinking on the absolute need for nothing less than a full-employment economy.30
n addition, in 1984 I also offered two
By March of 1981 my original proposals
. separate economic conversion amendwere accepted and expanding upon by the
ments to the FY 1985 Defense Authorization
Congressional Black Caucus (CBC); what
bill. One proposed to provide funds to study ,
finally emerged from our consulations was
the first full-employment budget proposal the feasibility of establishing an Office of
Economic Conversion. The other proposed
originally intended by FDR's economic Bill
funding studies of the employment aspects
of Rights in 1944 and the original language
of our strategic and tactical nuclear proof the Employment Act of 1946.:'1
grams. The former proposal was written
In March and April of 1982 I conducted
into the final Joint Conference Committee
a series of ad hoc Congressional hearings on
Report, and such a study was subsequently
the full implications of the military budget.
conducted by the Pentagon. Last year the
To counter Pentagon assertions that equated
Pentagon submitted its conversion report to
military spending with jobs, we made tesme; I found it incomplete and unsatisfactimony on economic conversion a central
tory, and have since consulted outside
part of those hearings. Experts. on that issue
sources for more precise and in-depth inforsuch as Seymour Melman, Gordon Adams,
Marion Anderson, William P.· Winpisinger mation and analyses.

T
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THE ALTERNATIVE BUDGET
This year the CBC has also reached out
to other c?ncerned Congressional colleagues
for h.elp 10 drafting and advocating a progres~Ive alternative. The FY 1987 "Quality
of LIfe Budget" is a 98-page document that
proposes the l?west budget deficits, the
greatest protectIOn for existing vital human
needs and soc.ial service programs, and the
m?~t substantI.ve tax reform proposals. Its
milItary spe~d1Og reductions are predicated
?n challeng10g faulty policy assumptions,
1Oadequ~te procurement procedures and
cost-efficIent reforms in maintenance and
overhead operations.
The FY 1~8? alt~rnative budget proposes
$.1 11 :91 billIon 10 outlays, with $868.1
bIllIon 10 :e.ven.ues. The deficit projection of
.$143.81 bIllIOn IS $190 million below proposed
G-R-.H. targ.ets, and $15.81 billion below the
admmlstratlon's projected deficit. By FY 1989
under the CBC alternative, the defi~it would
b~ :educed to $62.58 billion, more than $9
billIon below the third-year target goal set
by ~-R-H. In short, the CBC alternative
~rovldes the greatest deficit reduction while
sImul~aneously undertaking the most constructIve budgetary approach toward the
goal of a full-employment economy.
The Dellums-Schroeder alternative military budget, which is a separate 14-page
document, proposes an FY 1987 militar
authority of $255.4 billion,
bIllIOn below the adminstration request. It
meets.t~e G-R-H outlay assumptions, and is
$12 billIon
.
I
' below the. G-R- H seq ues tratIon
eve!, ~smg the administration's outlay as-'
sumptIOns .. It seeks to achieve seven policy
and spendmg goals:
1. reducing the risk of nuclear war2. incre~sing readiness by cuttin~ forces
commItted to Third World intervention'
3 .. reducing the number of troops stationed
10 Europe and Asia;
4. eliminating redundant and unnecessary
, weapons systems;
5. reforming the procurement process to
end waste;
6. fully funding programs for military
families; and

,?

b~~get

$64.~

7. creating a capital investment and employment conversion program.
The 99t~ Congress, the administration
and the natIOn at large must face tip to the
budget a~d .~eficit crisis created by the
.skewed priOritIes and fiscal irresponsibility
of Reaga~lOmics, and the surrender of the
CongressIOnal'budget responsibility through
the. pas~age of the ,Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
legIslatIOn. The Congress must act now to
re?r~e.r our nation's policy and budget
priorities, and to begin anew the struggle for
a full-employment economy. The "Q I'
f L'£" b
ualty
o
I. e
udget alternative provides constructIve first steps toward those goals. 0
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Head Start and preventive health-care portIons of
Medicaid and Medicare.
20. For the origins and evolu~ion o~ t~e contretemps
concerning Carter's "ethmc punty remarks, se~
Jules Witcover, Mamthon: The PursUit .of the PresIdency, 1972-1976 (New York: The Vlkmg Press,
1977) pp. 302-308.
,
21. For ~he full text of Carter's re~arks, see P!lblze
Papers of the Presidents of the Unzted States: JI"!my
Carter, 1978 (Washington, D.C.: Government Prmting Office, 1979), p. 1871..
be
22 The full text of this speech, delIvered on Decel!l r
. . 5, 1980, is in the author's Washington CongressIOnal
Office files.
.
W'II'
23. For the full text of the original artIcle, see .~, lam
Greider, "The Education of Dave Stockman, The
Atlantic (December, 1981), pp. 27-54. Sto~kman has
elaborated upon these themes at c;levastatmg It;ngth
in his recently published mem?Irs. See DaVId A.
Stockman, The Triumph of Pobtlcs: Why the Reagan
Revolution Failed (New York: ~arper & Row, 1986).
Stockman's ideological analysIs o~ why the so-called
Reagan Revolution failed is arrestmg: "[I]n a demo~
racy the politicians must ha~e the l~stword .once It
is clear that their course IS conslsten~ WIth the
preferences of the electorate. The a!;>ortIve Reagan
Revolution proved that the Amencan. ele~torate
, wants a moderate social democracy to shIeld It from

"A penetrating challenge to wishful thinking and
unexamined assumptions." -THOMAS O. KARIS, City College, CUNY

capitalism's rougher edges. Recognition of this in
the Oval Office is all that stands between a tolerable
economic future and one fraught with unprecedented perils .. , . The Republican quarrel with
the American welfare state' is over." Ibid., pp. 394,
401. For an extended critique of the Reagan budget
crusade by an "outsider," see Robert Lekachman,
Greed Is Not Enough: Reaganomics (New York: Pantheon Books, 1982).
24. Professor Takaki's remarks are in the "Letter to
Editor" section of the New York Times for Tuesday,
March 4, 1986. For an extended critique of the
Reagan crusade. against the poor, see Frances Fox
Piven and Richard A. Cloward, The New Class War:
Reagan's Attack on the Welfare State and Its Consequences
(New York: Pantheon Books), 1982.
25'. For an in-depth analysis of children in poverty,
consult the reports produced by the House Select
Committee on Children, Youth and Families,
chaired by Rep. George Miller of California. I
testified at length on this subject before his Committee on Wednesday, November 6, 1985.
26. For the full text of the President's State of the
Union Address, see Congressional Quarterly Weekly
Report (Volume 44, No.6, February 8, 1986), pp.
273-275.
27. For the full text of the President's budget message
to the Congress, see loc. cit., pp. 275-278.
28. The current version of the Weiss economic conversion legislation is H.R. 229. To date it has 55
co-sponsors, but it has yet to report out of any of
the five Congressional committees to which it has
been referred.
29. Among others, see Seymour Melman, Pentagon

,:.

.

Capitalism: The Management of the New ImpeJ.ialism
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970),
and The Permanent War Economy (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1976).
30. A comprehensive collection of Dr. King's major
speeches and writings is now available in James
Melvin Washington, ed., A Testament of Hope: The
Essential Writings of Martin Luther King, Jr. (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1986). The quote
in the introduction of this article is taken from Dr.
King's last presidential address to the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC);, the full
text of this speech is in ibid., pp. 245-252.
31. For the text and House Floor debate on the original
Congressional Black Caucus budget, see the Congressional Record, 97th Congress, May 5, 1981, p.
HI825ff.; May 6, 1981, pp. H1864-1892.
32. The highlights of my hearings on the full implications of the military budget have been reprinted in
Ronald V. Dellums et aI., Defense Sense: The Search
for a Rational Military Policy (Cambridge, Mass.:
Ballinger Publishing Company, 1983, 1984).
33. The text of my first alternative military budget and
the relevant House Floor debate on it can be found
in the Congressional Record, 97th Congress; July 20,
1982, pp.H4307-4329.
.
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THE JESSE JACKSON PHENOMENON: The
Crisis of Purpose iu Mro-American Politics, by
Adolph Reed. New Haven: Yale University Press,
1986,170 pp.
Reviewed by Shirley Washington

dolph Reed's The Jesse Jackson Phenomenon:
The Crisis of Purpose in Afro-American Politics

A
contends that the Jackson campaign exposed the

crisis of purpose and direction of the political
leadership in the Afro-American community.
The campaign, Reed states, was the politics of
symbolism that' was only "tangentially associated
with the critical debate over the reorganization
of American capitalism's governing consensus."
Reed debunks the "defense that Jackson
brought hope to the dispossessed" as "no consolation, rather, it repeats the unsophisticated
conventional wisdom that black people require
symbolic politics instead of routinized programmatic politics."
Had Professor Reed used his study to concen. trate on constructing his own agenda for the black
community, it would have been a great contribution. I waited in vain to the last page, but it never
did happen. He. has certainly written a rather
provocative' book, but it is long on criticism of
JesseJacksoD. and his supporters, but short on
presenting racially-specific issues in the post-Civil
Rights Era... '
.'
In fact, Reeq'sattacks on the Jackson candidacy
reacheq·the ppint'of ,sheer redundancy over
. questiqIls that:R~t'!dwas equally guilty of not
addressing, yet presumably he has the credentials
to succeed. While there is some merit in his
questioriing ~h.~ (urtctional significance of "runningfor respect," his malevolence has none.
Example: JlCkson belongs to an "interminable
list. oJ protest politicians who .legitimize themselves by projecting images of association with
King and the Civil ~ights Movement." How can
thatassociatiQnbequestioned or illegitimate?
Questioning Jackson's residency outside of the
South. hasabouf;i,s much relevance as Bobby
Kennedy's New.YQrk senatorial seat. Ja~kson's
voters. weren't bothered by it, so Why is Reed?
ObviouslY, it is apart of a larger problem.
The,author yiews the black community as
having"twocontending leadership groups. The
drama is played out between "the protest elite
and the rising newly.elected officialdom. At stake
is the relative status of the two groups as legitimate
definers of black interests, and of course, as
recipients of benefits of that status," writes Reed.
He regards the elective elites "superior in
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advancing racially-identified objectives through
systemic political processes," and the protest
elites as having lost their edge with their success
in "securing avenues for black middle class
integration."
No doubt Reed's thinking is heavily influenced
by his academic discipline. He is an untenured
Yale professor of Political Science, a status which
will presumably change with the publication of
his book.
The author does suffer from excessive
academic verbiage. His tone, tinged with cynicism, sarcasm and disdain towards any legitimate
Claim to which Jackson may aspire, be.it national
office or mere spokesman for the black community, is quite puzzling. Sometimes Reed reaches
absurd proportions when he views Jackson as the
major proponent of "the most elite-centered
tendency in contemporary racial advocacy,"
which Reed regards as anti-popular, anti-democratic and authoritarian. Amazing! There is a
kind of mean-spiritedness in this enterprise. It is
misdirected. The enemy is the racist society, not
Jackson .
Reed is particularly ticked off with what he
views as Jackson'S self-promotion. As a political
scientist, Reed ought to be looking at the almost
apolitical nature of lJ.S. voting habits since the
end of World War II, in which the personalities
of the candidates have become increasingly salient
and the bane of the party system. Today, a party
platform is hardly noticed, let alone decisive, by
the average U.S. voter. Things have been reduced
to a pretty face, a clever slogan and not much
more. How is Jackson supposed to prevail under
such circumstances; or anyone else other than the
current type in the White House?
On the other hand, the book's strengths is on
two matters, handled especially well by Professor
Reed. He discussed at length and with some heat
the nature of the asymmetric relations between
blacks and Jews, both domestically and abroad.
Placing the subject within the context of the
Jackson campaign and the Democratic Party
coalition, however, Reed gave scant hope of
change in the situation.
His other topic, concerning the Republican
Party, was perhaps the most reasoned exposition
of why that party will no doubt remain outside
the purview of most black people in the foresee~
able future.
Within the context of the earlier topic, the
author's denunciation of Jackson for causing
Middle East policy to be diverted due to his
insensitive, anti-Semitic slur was ludicrous. The
professor knows full well that no candidate had
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seriously addressed the problems of the Middle
East region outside of its traditional framework
in decades, and that is not likely to change in the
foreseeable future.
Reed's attac~ on th~ popular grassroots support
f~r Jackson, via dubiOUS methodology, was quite
disturbing. The data was not gathered from a
black think tank like the Joint Center for Political
Studies but by CBS polls, in which Reed purported to show that there was a more middle class
content. to Jackson'S constituency than his white
competitors had. Reed's data flies in the face of
reality. I am n<;>t sure where Reed found so many
black profeSSIOnals and those earning over
$35,000 in this era of Reagan cutbacks and
affirmative action retrenchment.
Tangentially, the reviewer found the author's
pseudo-Marxist methodology dysfunctional. It
ex~l~ined little about the peculiarity of the black
pohtIcal structure or aspirations. On the contrary,
R~ed's sp~radic a?d often inappropriate terminology In labeling groups was distracting.
~ik7wise, his critique of the Left, though perhaps
Justifiable, had the elan of an insider leaving the
reader out.
Moreover, Professor Reed was inconsistent in
his criticism of the Jackson campaign strategy

versus the Democratic Platform Committee. On
the one hand, Reed accuses the committee of rIOt
concerning itself with specific black interests, and
yet he sug!?ests that a purely black agenda would
have permitted the Mondale camp to ignore those
d~mands c~mpl~tely: That camp's preoccupation
with captunng nghtIst votes would have rejected
the most carefully articulated national program.
of the super-perfection Reed demanded, because
as Andy Young, a Mondale supporter, said,
"Those smart-ass white boys" did not want to hear
anything.
Not arti~ulating t.h~m himself (although I view
open hOUSing as cntIcal), Reed no doubt finds it
hard to identify purely black issues since blacks
want much of what other Americans want. However, blacks find themselves mainly at the lower
end of the economic spectrum and thus have
chiefly economic concerns, coupled with racism.
The great challenge will continue for black leader~hip of being black Americans while trying to
Improve the quality ofthe lives of our people. 0

In 1828 Secretary of State
Henry Clay interceded on
behalf of an American slave,'
who was then freed and returned, with
government money, to Africa. This is the
remarkable story of that slave, a West
African prince, a model slave, and finally
a freedman.
"Vividly re-creates a life as dramatic
as a work of fiction."-ALA Booklist
"Absorbing reading:'-Library Journal
"Alford writes with a straightforward
simplicity that nonetheless takes
account of all sorts of complexities,
including racial attitudes in this country at that time, and class attitudes as
well."- The New Yorker
$8.95' paper· 320 pp., 8 pp. halftones
Now in paperback
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